
FUNDING CYCLING SCHEMES
Tony Grant, Sustrans Regional Manager, Scotland

The official launch of the National Cycle Network(NCN) in June drew
attention to this Millennium project yet only 18% of funding came from the
Millennium Commission. Funding for cycling schemes goes well beyond
those traditionally associated with transport.  It is important that this range
of funding should extend into future years if the ambitious National
Strategy for quadrupling cycle use by 2012, from 1996 levels, is to be
achieved. Local authorities and other providers will need to work creatively,
in financial terms, to allow cycling to play a major role in a sustainable
transport network. Public space, regeneration schemes and new
developments can all be designed to accommodate cycling. Local
Authorities can ensure that all major developments are audited to promote
cycling, through the provision of routes and parking but also through
facilities such as showers and lockers. The Scottish Executive has taken
a lead with the £5m Trunk Road Cycling Initiative which includes the
M74 cycleway and the £2m cycle route at Drummochter on the A9.
Public Transport Fund bids have also been used to include cycle projects,
notably in Dumfries and Galloway. Scottish Enterprise, through the local
enterprise network, has been an important contributor, as in Fife
Enterprise’s aid to the Fife Cycle Network. These projects show that
cycling can contribute to local economic development.

Other opportunities arise through use of the 20% of Landfill Tax Liability
which landfill operators can direct to registered environmental bodies
providing public facilities in the vicinity of landfill sites e.g. Shanks and
McEwan has contributed £120,000 of the North Lanarkshire part of NCN.
Lottery Funds will continue to be available through the Sport Lottery and
the Heritage and Arts funds. A Heritage Lottery grant is helping to restore
the disused and listed rail viaduct at Logierait as part of the NCN in Perthshire.
The Lottery New Opportunities Fund is coming on stream with a focus on
green spaces, access to them and sustainable communities - themes
lending themselves to cycling development.

However, the most important source of cycle funds are local authorities, providing around 40% of present finding.  The Local Transport Strategies
now being prepared are encouraged to include cycle schemes.  Most local authorities are now allocating a sum towards cycling though this varies
from next to nothing to nearly 20% of the total transport budget in West Lothian.

Scottish Natural Heritage can offer grants up to 50% of eligible costs. At present, most cycling funding from SNH is indirect - going towards
associated initiatives such as Paths for All and the Scottish Cycling Development Project. The new National Parks in Scotland will undoubtedly offer
further opportunities. Cycling route development is eligible for European Structural Funds with cycling elements appearing in the regional
programmes agreed between Local Authorities, National Government and the EC. Designated areas for funding are presently being revised (and
reduced). Other European programmes can provide assistance e.g schemes in Coatbridge have gained from the fund for areas of coal and steel
decline. Certain Charitable Trusts also provide a source of funding e.g the Gannochy Trust has funded studies and design work for routes in
Perthshire.  Private sector funding can be a further source e.g. the £1 levy on all bike sales goes towards NCN through the Bicycle Association.
Other project funds have come from the Royal Bank of Scotland. The potential for future funding clearly exists but an imaginative approach will be
essential if the National Cycling Strategy targets are to be met and local cycling given a further boost in Local Transport Strategies.
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The announcement of the government’s Ten Year Transport Plan will stand out as the major
transport event of 2000. While some doubts remain, it marks a shift to a longer-term strategy.
The proposed extra partnership spending has been widely welcomed with special plaudits for the large
increase in publicly financed spending. However, though the plan deals with British rail strategy, it is
essentially a Plan for England with provision for extra spending for Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland. The outcomes for these areas will not become evident until the autumn within an ongoing
struggle reflecting the debate on transparency, devolution, rail passenger franchising and the balance
of funding to, and within, Scotland.  This debate is reflected in the Special Theme of this issue.

Other articles deal with Travel to School and the important related topics of Lifeline Ferry Services
and the potential of a Highlands and Islands Transport Authority (the subject of a forthcoming
STSG Conference in Inverness on 28 September). Professor Howard Kirby of TRI Napier University
also makes important connections between climate change arguments, fuel efficiency and overall traf-
fic levels - a subject which receives surprisingly little attention in the Ten Year Transport Plan. The
statistics section again confirms that road traffic growth in Scotland has been stabilising, aided by the
direct rise in oil prices and the exchange rate position. This calls attention to the need for more flexible
fiscal and pricing policies to fit Scottish circumstances while also ensuring greenhouse gas reductions
- an area where contributors suggest that the Ten Year Plan has missed an important opportunity for
more far-reaching reform.
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COMING EVENTS

EDITORIAL

Editorial Board
T Hart, D Halden, B Weddell, I McMahon, S Lockley, Dr. Ron McQuaid and R Pedersen

The aims of the Scottish Transport Studies Group are “to stimulate interest in, and awareness of, the transport function and its importance for the Scottish
economy; to encourage contacts between operators, public bodies, users, academia and other organisations and individuals with interests in transport in a
Scottish context; to issue publications and organise conferences and seminars related to transport policy and research.”
Contributions to the next issue should be sent to the Editor at Redwood House by Friday, 6 October 2000 or by e-mail to thstsg@aol.com

Derek Halden, Deputy Editor

Tom Hart, Editor

CARS, CARBON AND CULTURE CHANGE
Highlights of Special Lecture by Prof. Howard Kirby,

Director, TRI, Napier University, Edinburgh 30 May

Government policies aim to reduce undesirable effects of car use such as
congestion, pollution and accidents. These are now generally supported by the public.
However the relationship between cars and the government aim of reducing carbon
dioxide emissions is less understood though playing an important role in the climate
change programme to cut CO2 emissions by 2010 and thereafter (Editor -see RCEP
Report, p 4) Key issues include the scope for improving fuel efficiency (including
alternative fuels) and the extent to which overall road traffic may have to fall. Technically,
there is considerable scope for improving fuel efficiency and Napier is heavily involved in

relevant projects - which could also impinge on the scope for cuts in air travel and sea travel emissions. Four types of gain in fuel
efficiency could be made:-

        1) improving the fuel efficiency of new cars (and other vehicles)

        2) influencing the consumer to shift the structure of purchases towards low-emitting vehicles

        3) measures to encourage a more economical driving style and less congestion

        4) measures influencing the extent to which vehicles are used

Extensive modelling is now being done to assess the impact on total fuel consumption of (1) to (3) above under present road traffic
forecasts.  In the six months since July 1999, the types of car capable of 48 mph on urban cycles increased from 2 to 9 but forecasts
are needed on the shares of such cars in the future car population and also on the extent to which driving may move towards the
middling speeds avoiding the high fuel consumption of both high speed (over 50 mph) and congested conditions.

However, progress in reducing CO2 from cars is likely to be inadequate if increased fuel efficiency is compensated by
increased mileage.  My colleague Prof. Stradling has emphasised the scale of the problems of persuading people to use cars
less.  Nevertheless, 19% of those surveyed have been found willing to use cars less (with 3% using them more) though probably
not until other measures had been put in place. Some cuts in use would be direct shifts to public transport but there could also be
car-sharing, deliberate trip reduction and (over time) shifts to be closer to work and other facilities - including working at home.
Further research was taking place on the degree of such shifts, including the impact of road pricing and other changes in relative
price/quality relationships.

In conclusion, Prof. Kirby felt that energy and the environment could learn from the road safety field.  In the latter, developing and
implementing long-term targets had brought impressive gains since the 1970s.  The same could happen for fuel efficiency and road
traffic levels over the next 30 years.

(Copies of the full lecture can be obtained from TRI Napier, Redwood House, 66 Spylaw Rd, EDINBURGH
EH10 5BR   0131 455 5140  Fax 0131 455 5141)

14 August - National Statistics User/Provider Consultation Event, 10.30 to 3.30, Scottish Executive, Victoria Quay, EDINBURGH EH6
6QQ - numbers limited, details from Rob Wishart, Chief Statistician, 0131 244 0302  Fax 0131 244 0354  e-mail  rob.wishart@scotland.gov.uk

4 September - Towards Safe Routes to School in Scotland, One-day Conference organised by Sustrans in partnership with Glasgow
City Council and with support from the Scottish Executive - fees £125 with limited numbers at £25 concession rate -closing date for
bookings, 25 August - details from SRS Conference, 35 King St, BRISTOL BS1 4DZ - conference fax 0117 915 0122

14-15 September - 3rd UK Local Authority Chairs of Transport Conference, Manchester Town Hall, The Robert Gordon University -
Centre for Transport Policy - keynote address on Ten Year Transport Plan by Lord Macdonald of Tradeston, Minister for Transport - fees
from £175 to £275 with special rate of £125 for lead Elected Members with transport responsibilities (for which special session under
Chatham House rules has been arranged for 14 September) - details from Conference Section, RGU Centre for Transport Policy, Kepplestone
Mansion, Viewfield Rd, ABERDEEN AB15 7AW  01224 263134  Fax 01224 263100

15 September - 2000: The Business of Transport, Institution of Highways and Transportation presidential conference and exhibition in
Glasgow - details from Clansman Monarch, 1a Hill St, EDINBURGH EH2 3JP  0131 226 5222

21 September - Light Rail: Back on the Agenda, Regent’s Park Conference Centre, London - details from Landor Conferences, Quad-
rant House, 250 Kennington Lane, LONDON SE11 5RD  020 7582 0128

28 September  - Regional Transport Authorities with special reference to the Highlands & Islands, STSG Conference with HIE
sponsorship, Jarvis Caledonian Hotel, INVERNESS - fees £50 (£30 for STSG members) details from Brian Weddell, STSG Organiser,
Redwood House, 66 Spylaw Road, EDINBURGH  EH10 5BR   Fax 0131 455 5141    28 September - Free Travel Plan Half-day Seminar,
Glasgow - run by Government’s Energy Efficiency Best Practice Programme in partnership with the Association for Commuter Transport
- download registration form from www.energy-efficiency.gov.uk or obtain registration form from Jone Ayres 01235 433753  e-mail:
jone.ayres@aeat.co.uk

21-24 May 2001  Advance notice of 54th International Conference and Exhibition of the International Union of Public Transport (UITP), City
Transport 2001, Earls Court Centre, LONDON - details UITP, Avenue Hermann-Debroux 17,  B - 1160 Brussels, Belgium  +32 2673 61 00
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• News Brief • 3

Transport 2010 - The 10 Year Plan, DETR, HMSO, July  www.DETR.GOV.UK/TRANS2010/index.HTM

Government Response to SACTRA Report on Transport and the Economy, Cm 4711, HMSO £5.50 (see p 20)

Review of Transport Safety : Consultation Responses and Issues, DETR, 020 7890 3333

Energy - the Changing Climate, RCEP, HMSO or at www.rcep.org_uk

Periodic Review of Rail Track Charges - Provisional General Conclusions, Provisional Conclusions on Station Charges and Access and
Consultation on Rail Freight Access charges - all available from ORR 020 7282 2001  or at www.rail-reg.gov.uk ORR Railtrack Annual Report
and Accounts 1999/2000

Investing in You : The Annual Expenditure Report of the Scottish Executive, HMSO, £16.50

The Way Forward : Framework for Economic Development in Scotland, available from Anna Rogerson, Office of the Chief Economic Adviser,
Scottish Executive 0131 244 5130
The Transport(Scotland) Bill and related Policy Note and Explanatory Memorandum, Scottish Executive, HMSO

Bus and Coach Statistics: 1998-99, Trn/2000/1, Scottish Executive Statistical Bulletin, May, £2, HMSO, 71 Lothian Rd, EDINBURGH 0131 228 4181

Who’s Who in Scotland, Carrick Media, IRVINE  £45    01294 311322 The Directory of Scottish Local Government, COSLA, Scottish Local
Government Information Unit, July 2000 edition, £49 - contact Linda Bruce 0131 474 9228

Development Plan Progress, May 2000, Scottish Executive - Planning Services
Ayrshire Joint Structure Plan: The Approved Plan 1999, Team Office, 15 Links Road, PRESTWICK 01292 476716
Glasgow and Clyde Valley Structure Plan: Final Submission, Team Office, 10 Killermont St, GLASGOW G2 3NW  0141 331 2468

One Step on the Way, a Review of Progress towards Sustainable Transport in Scotland, Scottish Forum for Transport and the Environment, July,
£5 from Brian Weddell, SFTE Secretary, Redwood House, 66 Spylaw Rd, EDINBURGH EH10 5BR  Fax 0131 455 5141

Still some way to go, TRANSform Scotland response to Integrated Transport Bill Consultation, May, 0131 467 7714

Developing Scotland’s Rail Network, A response to the Railtrack Scotland Ten Year Plan, SAPT Position Paper 6/2000, June, £2 from SAPT, 5
StVincent Pl, GLASGOW G1 2HT - also from SAPT  Tram and Light Rail Prospects in Scotland, Position Paper 5/2000, May, £1 and
Climate Change and Scottish Transport, Position Paper 7/2000, a response to the Scottish and UK consultations on the climate change programme, June, £2

The Full Public Transport Strategy for the SPT Area: Consultative Draft, SPT, June  - contact 0141 333 3243

Delivering Tomorrow: Partnerships for Transportation in North Lanarkshire, Interim Local Transport Strategy, North Lanarkshire Council

Structural Maintenance of Roads, Northern Ireland Audit Office, HMSO  £14  0345 023474 (highlight severe maintenance backlog in Northern Ireland)

Going my way - what children and young people say about transport (based on interviews with 161 children in 1999), £7.50 - also Safe and
Healthy Travel to School: A Survey of two Edinburgh primary schools in 1998, £3 - both available from Save the Children Scotland, 7thFloor,
Haymarket House, 8 Clifton Terr., EDINBURGH EH12 5DR    0131 527 8200

Fair and Efficient Pricing in Transport - the Role of Charges and Taxes, results of EC study led by Oscar Faber, contact Tone van den Branden 0121 262 1927
Not too difficult? - economic instruments for sustainable development (includes reference to differential fuel taxes), UK Round Table on
Sustainable Development, 020 7944 4964
Goods without the Bads - a guide to planning and developing a rail freight strategy, Freight on Rail Group, available via Transport 2000
River Crossings and Migratory Fish: Design Guidance, Scottish Executive Consultation Paper, HMSO, responses sought by 31 March 2001
The Way to Sustainable Mobility - cutting the external costs of transport, UIC +33 1 44 49 2053
Aviation and Global Climate Change, Simon McRae, FoE  020 7566 1670

Bus-based Park and Ride : Good Practice Guide, English Historic Towns Forum  0117 975 0459 - concludes schemes need to avoid weakening
other local bus routes
Powered Two-wheeler Use into the 21st Century, 1997, £1, British Motorcyclists Federation
Branching out - Railways for Rural Communities - urges integrated development around stations, TR&IN, o1484 549737
The Wider Impacts of Rail and Road Investment, The Railway Forum, March
Light Rapid Transit Systems, 8th Report of Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs Committee, HC 153, £23.30, HMSO
The Role of Citizens Groups in Urban Transport Policy in Britain, Chris Wood, TPRN, £10  01603 667314
Home Zones for Scotland: Reclaiming Residential Streets for People, report by Gillian Ferguson on Stirling Conference, Stirling Council/
TRANSform Scotland/Save the Children Scotland/Play Practice/Lothian Safe Routes/Sustrans - available from Stirling Council 01786 430120
Walk in to Work out, GGHB, University of Glasgow and HEBS pack on how to build up 30 minutes of physical activity on most days - see also fuller
report by Dr Nanette Murray, University of Glasgow, and others in GGHB and HEBS on Trials of behavioural intervention to increase active
commuting in a workplace setting, July 1999.
Are Passengers getting Value for Money: 1996-2000 comparisons, Rail Passengers Council, 020 7505 9090 - criticises sharp rise in walk-on
fares How can Railways become more socially inclusive?, by John Whitelegg, Liverpool John Moores University for Rail Passengers Council
Joining up the Journey, guidance on improving passenger interchanges, ILT

Recent feature articles in Local Transport Today (LTT) have included:-Ten Years on - is the new transport realism now becoming a reality?
(27April) European Innovations and Rural Transport Needs (27April) Scottish Integrated Transport Policies (including Transport Bill) (11May) Are
new approaches to appraisal having real impact on transport decision-taking? (25May) Can National Cycle Networks kickstart a new era for local
bike use? (8June) Light Rail - can the extra cost be justified? (22June)

Websites

Extensive Scottish Executive information is available at www.scotland.gov.uk
An SPT website, developed by Carl Bro IBI, is also now available at www.spt.co.uk

STEP CHANGE
IN TRANSPORT FINANCE

Government announcements of the ten year plan for transport and
the outcome of the spending review have signalled a step change in public
funding for transport. If the spending plans in England are shadowed in
Scotland the 10 year spending plans could mean more than £9 billion will
be made available. The English announcement suggests a 20% real term
increase in public funding although the baseline figures are not particularly
clear from the announcement. Private funding will be additional giving a
total increase about as much as the transport industry can deliver at a
manageable rate of growth, given the rundown in the skills and scheme
planning over the last 20 years.The detailed Scottish Spending plans will
be considered by the Scottish Parliament in September but Sarah Boyack
has already announced her intention to double the size of the Scottish
Public Transport Fund. This is very good news for many of the schemes
which local authorities are planning in their new integrated transport
strategies.

Overall within the UK the biggest beneficiary is rail. It is not clear how much
of this will come to Scotland but the East Coast and West Coast main lines
are both set to benefit. With the ScotRail franchise now likely to be replaced
on an expansionary basis by 2002 it is also hoped that visionary plans can
be developed for regional and local services in Scotland. (See p12 -15)

HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
TRANSPORT AUTHORITY
Consultants Deloitte Touche have
been appointed to map out how a
Highlands and Islands Transport
Authority might be organised.
Powers to create a possible new
authority are being proposed by
the Scottish Executive subject to
consultation. The Deloitte report is
due by the end of November.

The Scottish Transport Studies Group
are hosting a conference in Inverness
on 28 September to debate the
emerging issues. (Fax Brian Weddell
at STSG on 0131 455 5141)

WHAT FUTURE FOR SCOTLAND’S
LIFELINE FERRY SERVICES?
A major consultation is now
underway on how ferry services are
organised to meet European Union
guidelines on state aid in the
maritime sector. In the future
passenger services will have to be
tendered and the Scottish Executive
has favoured an option grouping
parts of the network by route
or geographical area for tendering
purposes.

Under European Law grants or loans
for vessel replacement to one
operator have been ruled out so
Scottish Ministers favour the princi-
ple of a separate vessel owning
company which would then lease
vessels to the respective operating
companies. In addition to the
advantages of this approach,
disadvantages have been identified
including lack of pressure on
tenderers to innovate in the way they
provide services.

Technological advances in maritime
transport are expected to open up
opportunities for sea transportation
in the coming years. It is therefore
hoped that the consultation will allow
the institutional arrangements to be
put in place which allow a dynamic
and socially inclusive role for sea
transport  in intergrated strategies
(see Feature P7-8).
TRANSPORT (SCOT-

LAND) BILL
As the Bill starts its passage through the Scottish Parliament
the debate intensifies on the key issues, particularly buses and road
charging. The Transport and Environment Committee has being taking
evidence from a wide range of organisations. There remains controversy
about whether or not charges can be applied to trunk roads. For most urban
charging schemes there will be important implications for trunk roads which
need to be managed as part of the local scheme. The City of Edinburgh
Council have argued that any decision to exclude trunk roads from
charging provisions could threaten local schemes. Many Councils have called
for faster progress in implementing quality contracts for buses but the
Executive argue that the proposed timescale is necessary to allow proper
consideration of schemes. In any case, Government policy at present is to
encourage wide use of the proposed statutory bus quality partnerships
before contracts are considered. The bus industry has a major challenge
ahead to demonstrate that they can deliver improved quality services
without the need for tougher regulation. (see feature p 5 and 16 )

STABLE ROAD TRAFFIC!
Scottish road traffic, overall, in June 2000 was the same as in June 1999
for comment, see p19

LATE NEWS ■  LATE NEWS ■  LATE NEWS ■

The (British) Transport Bill has been amended to extend to Freight Facility
Grants to Shipping, improving prospects for a direct European Ferry from
Rosyth (H 29 July)

STSG ANNUAL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE
will be presented as part of the AGM in Inverness on 28 September, 2000
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UK Speculations and pre-emptive bids for a share in the
Ten Year Transport Plan (see p 12) built up between May and
July. Most interest groups agree on the need for an
increase in transport spending but are often unclear on
divisions of spending between new investment and
revenue spending (including maintenance and renewals) and
between the private and public sectors. There is a bias
towards increased public spending though ‘wish lists’ are
frequently in excess of likely available public funding and skate
round the issues of ‘control’ and ‘best value’ in spending.
Government continues to stress its desire for more capital
investment by the private sector within frameworks
transferring risk and reducing the ongoing public costs of PFI or
PPP projects. As Chair of CfIT, David Begg has argued for
increased revenue support and maintenance programmes within
integrated transport strategies. He declined to publish the CfIT
recommendations on the content of a Ten Year Strategy but
said that it would stay firmly within the principles of the
Transport White Papers with total spending well over £140bn.

BRF called for a doubling of the UK road programme
to £90bn over the next decade, including an extra £10 bn
for Scotland) (H11Apr) while the CBI has asked for total
spending of £210bn

CONTENT OF THE CBI TRANSPORT PROGRAMME

Local transport £79bn Airports and air traffic £9bn

Railways £62bn Ports and waterways £3bn

Trunk roads £25bn Research £2bn

The AA/CPT/FTA bid was for  a minimum of £120bn with the
road maintenance backlog cleared and local transport spend-
ing up from £600m a year to £2.2 bn by 2007/08.  Transport
2000, speaking for a wider coalition, has sought a return of
rail spending to £1.8bn a year (the pre-1997 level) and has
warned of the dangers of a road spending binge (Press
Releases: 1May&15June) John Prescott, Deputy PM,
dropped strong hints that the Ten Year Plan will include a large
rise in rail investment and support (H26May&29June) Plans
are likely to include provision for accelerated light rail
expansion outside London (H17Apr) Rail freight interests
have allied to seek £5bn for rail freight development in the
Ten Year Plan (LTT 25March) but Sir Alastair Morton is
looking for more innovation and private investment in rail
freight. He told the Rail Freight Group London conference
on 6 June that the sSRA would support categories of freight
movement, not companies. He saw less scope for bulkload
expansion but great potential in general purpose and container
freight over longer distances. Rail to port links had to be
improved (Rail, 28 June).  The Rail Regulator is presently
consulting on rail freight track access charges as part of
the wider review due to be applied in 2001.

RAIL POLICIES
Rail Regulator, Tom Winsor, is combining a tough line against
Railtrack with the need for action to ensure levels of
profitability and efficiency assisting fund-raising by Railtrack
and tied into firm investment programmes related to the 2001
review of Rail Track Access Charges. Gerald Corbett,
Railtrack Chief Executive, has publicly agreed that Railtrack
plans need to take account of public service obligations
due to its monopoly position and indirect support from
government. However, he takes the view that extra public
funding is needed to ensure realisation of Ten Year
aspirations (Rail, S13Apr, H15Apr)

The pace of sSRA activity on rail passenger franchise
replacement has intensified. Franchises will be cut from 25 to
22 but ScotRail has been endorsed as a suitable franchising
unit. Replacement bids for all the earlier, shorter-term
franchises are now being encouraged with competition being
used to push up levels of investment and service delivery.
Sir Alastair Morton sSRA Chair, has adopted this approach,
in contrast to rigid initial specifications. At a later stage, short
list bidders may face tighter specifications but it is not yet clear
what the balance will be in seeking extra government income
(or lower annual levels of support) or higher levels of service
improvement and investment. The RPC (formerly the Central
Rail Users Consultative Committee) has expressed
dissatisfaction with this situation and is seeking greater user
involvement before the award of replacement franchises
(Rail, LTT 22 June,28 June and H21June)

COMPETITION and MONOPOLY
Government is facing difficulties in its attempts to cut car prices
due to EU rules allowing car makers to specify retail sale prices.
These do not expire until 2002. However, existing market
competition and consumer restraint in car purchase has
already produced some reduction in new car prices (S2June).
Virgin and Direct Line (The RBS subsidiary) are introducing
internet sales of cut-price cars (S11May, H23May) Provisions
in the UK and Scottish Transport Bills are expected to make it
easier to restrict operational competition within the bus industry
where this is likely to prejudice social inclusion and shifts away
from car use.

44 TONNE LORRIES
CfIT has accepted the government decision to permit the general
use of 44 tonne lorries from January 2001 and will not now be
producing its Final Report on this topic. The Interim Report
found a small net environment gain from allowing heavier lorries.
(Freight, April, LTT 22June). It expects some further measures to
encourage rail freight (with net shifts from road to rail) to be
included in the Ten Year Plan

CLIMATE CHANGE and TRANSPORT
In a new report, Energy: The Changing Climate, the Royal
Commission on Environmental Pollution has called for stronger
Government action to cut greenhouse gas emissions.
It proposes a 60% cut by 2050 and urges a carbon energy
tax as part of plans to transform UK energy sources towards
renewables and remain competitive. Reference is made to the
importance of energy conservation/energy efficiency
measures and to the major task of ensuring cuts in
greenhouse gas emissions from transport, a sector where
increases are still taking place (S&H17June)

EU POLICIES
The EU is reviewing the Common Transport Policy and will
announce changes giving greater weight to environmental and
climate change concerns later this year. A new Green Paper
on Urban Transport is also planned and the TEN Programmes
(Trans European Networks) are to be modified to give more
prominence to interchanges in urban areas (LTT 22 June)

NORTHERN IRELAND
Recent reports have confirmed huge backlogs in road and
rail maintenance, raising the theoretical possibility of
closure of some rural roads and parts of the rail system. A
Rail Task Force has been set up to examine options for the
rail network but significant closures have been ruled out.
Policy will encourage shifts towards public transport within
the Northern Ireland Ten Year Transport Strategy made
possible as a result of the UK Strategy (LTT 6 July)

Internal difficulties are reported to have influenced the decision of
John Couch, the recently appointed SPT Head of Planning to return to
his parent firm WS Atkins. SPT has advertised for a new Head of
Finance.Graeme Fraser has retired as Head of Transport with Perth and
Kinross Council as part of departmental reorganisation. Margo Blair has
resigned Transport Strategic Manager with East Lothian Council to set
up a civil engineering consultancy. Derek Halden has left his transport
position with Clackmannanshire Council to pursue consultancy
interests though he will continue to advise the Council on Stirling-Alloa-
Dunfermline rail reopening.

Phillip Shimmin, Director of Roads and Transport, Highland
Council, was awarded the OBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours

Alan Wooltorton has become Scottish Regional Manager for Gibb
Transport Consulting (moving from MVA in Glasgow)

The Central Rail Users Consultative Committee (CRUCC) has
become the Rail Passenger Council (RPC) with regional committees -
including the RUCC for Scotland - becoming Rail Passenger Committees

The sSRA has moved to new headquarters at 55 Victoria St,
LONDON and the Scottish Media Group (including the Herald and
Sunday Herald) has moved from Albion St to 200 Renfield St, GLASGOW
G2 3PR  0141 302 7000

Reg Harman, ILT Policy Director, has moved back to freelancing.
John Glover is caretaker Policy Director. Tensions within ILT (which
merged CIT and the Institute of Logistics) are reported due to the differing
perceptions of those interested in distribution and passengers.

Australian Rod Eddington has replaced Bob Ayling as BA Chief
Executive. Losses for the year to March were £244m compared to a £225m
profit in the previous year. However, full year losses were
somewhat less than feared though recovery will be a slow process. A
possible merger with KLM is being discussed. Sir Richard Branson
expects Virgin Atlantic profits to be down 50%, influenced by the sharp
rise in fuel prices. Singapore Airlines has purchased a 49% share in
Virgin. British Midland has reported record sales and passenger
numbers despite cutthroat competition. Pre-tax profits have risen to £13.7m
compared to the previous £11.2m. Greater co-operation is planned with
Lufthansa and SAS. Web sales have lifted Ryanair profits to a record
£56.8m, well above forecasts. Revenue rose by a quarter in the past year.
Passenger numbers rose 13% to 5.6m with around 800,000 passing
through Prestwick.

Thomson Travel is being absorbed by German-based Preussag, which
is having to sell Thomas Cook to get round regulatory constraints. Airtours
is now under pressure to make a sizeable European acquisition since the
economics of standard tours have a bias towards size.  Package holiday
choice for Scots could be reduced. P&O profits are expected to be
reduced by the large increase in capacity in the cruise market, which had
been rising at 17% a year for the past decade.

Forth Ports chairman Bill Thomson departed suddenly in May
following disagreements on a possible takeover. Venture capital group
Duke Street Capital is known to have an interest and sees potential in
the property portfolio. Nomura, Powell Duffryn and Mersey Docks and
Harbour may also be interested (H27May,S23June, H10&11July)

Stagecoach co-founder Ann Gloag has stepped down as an
Executive Director while newly appointed US based non-executive
director Jim Leng has resigned. Turning round the performance of Coach
USA is expected to take some time and a new chief executiveis being
sought for this company. Martin Griffith has been appointed Stagecoach
Finance Director, taking over from Keith Cochrane who has replaced
Mike Kinski as Chief Executive. Stagecoach has written off £85m of its
£140m investment in Chinese toll roads and Prestwick Airport remains
for sale with book value written down from £30m to £21m. Wage
pressures are affectng the performance of UK buses and South West
trains while less scope is seen for bus passenger growth.  The group has
reported an 11% rise in underlying profits to £244m in the year to 30 April.
Share prices have not yet made any substantial recovery and have been
slipping further (H26Apr,13,15& 21June, S21Apr&15June)

FirstGroup has reported better than expected full year results. Yearly
pre-tax profits rose 28% to £142m on turnover 27% ahead at £1.82bn.
Very positive contributions had been made by the US school bus sector
(S&H17May) FirstGroup and state-owned Dutch train operator NS have
joined forces to bid for the South West Trains franchise, currently held by
Stagecoach.  FirstGroup is also bidding for the new trans-Pennine
franchise as well as being involved in the Croydon Tramlink (H24June)
However, agreement has not been reached on the CERT Edinburgh
busway franchise and competition with LRT is increasing (see p 9)

The School Run Recent research has concluded the impact of
this on road traffic is less than expected. Local traffic does fall about
25% in summer but most of this is due to cuts in work and business
trips rather than to the removal of school trips. Nevertheless, there
was a case for shifts from using cars to take children to school to
making more use of buses (The Family and the School Run, AA
 Foundation for Road Safety Research, £20   01256 491 925)

The Internet and Road Traffic Levels  DTI Foresight Panel considers
that competition between shops may lead to increased total traffic
because operators will be reluctant to pool delivery vehicles. Extra van
mileage will replace some cut in car shopping. Actual traffic patterns may
change since distribution centres may move away from existing stores.
In contrast, the Motorists Forum and RAC Foundation consider that new
technology could cut road traffic by 8% below central growth forecasts by
2010. LTT6July)

Shifts away from Car Use  The 8th Report of the HC Environment,
Transport and Regional Affairs Committee on Light Rapid Transit
Systems (HC153, HMSO £23.30) has urged fuller comparison of
extensive guided bus networks with light rail. Contrasting with the views
of Professor Hass Klau (see p  ), it concludes that the former may give
better value (LTT8June) Research has concluded that the Sheffield
Supertram has had a much lower impact than expected on jobs
generation though it has potential for attracting car users and reducing
congestion.  (Monitoring the Economic and Development Potential of the
South Yorkshire Supertram, £15, Sheffield Hallam University, 0114 225
3529) A further RAC Foundation survey of 459 motorists has found that
24% to 28% would consider bike use if road use charges were imposed
or parking charges raised. The survey was timed to link with the launch of
the National Cycle Network (H21June)

Impact of Skye Bridge  A study for the Scottish Executive by DTZ Pieda,
System Three and JMP have found perceptions of a small, but positive,
socio-economic impact. This is considered surprising since use of the
bridge has risen since its opening and it offers a 24 hour facility. Survey
results may have been influenced by the continuing controversy over tolls
(H23June & www.scotland.gov.uk)

Evaluation of Edinburgh Bus Greenways - conducted by Colin
Buchanan and Partneers, free summary from Scottish Executvie CRU
0131 244 7560  or £5 from HMSO  - concludes that the greenways have
given better results than conventional busways though costs per km werr
£500,000 compared to £100,000. The key to success was strict
enforcement and the main conclusion is that conventional bus lanes could
give better results if linked with stronger enforcement measures
(LTT25May)

Aberdeen City Centre Partnership has commissioned Gillespies and
RGU to study the impact of pedestrianisation, public transport policies
and the proposed Western Bypass on economic regeneration.

Scottish Operations have been reorganised with new business units for
East Scotland, Central/Borders, Glasgow North and Glasgow South.
Headed by George Mair, Trevor Roberts, Phil Harper and Paul Coupar.

National Express has purchased SSL of Kansas City, operating school
buses in 8 US states. This operation will be integrated with the previous
acquisition of the Texas-based Durham school transport business in 1999
(S&H1June)  A 10% rise in income from UK rail operations was achieved
in the first quarter of 2000. A joint bid has been made with CalMac for the
Northern Isles ferry franchise. Merger options are understood to be a
possibility, allowing National Express to achieve a scale closer to
Stagecoach and FirstGroup.

Railtrack reports a 16% slide in profits to £360m following increased
spending on rail up-grades. The company is looking to increases in track
access charges as part of a partnership deal with government to advance
integrated transport strategies with further rises in rail investment (S&H2June)

Grampian Holdings is to separate its textile and transport interests.The
WH Malcolm transport division is the more highly regarded part of
Grampian Scottish-based John Menzies is continuing to expand its
interest in air freight and airport services in a new agreement affecting
Lufthansa traffic at Heathrow. Babtie, the Glasgow-based engineering
consultancy, increased income by 28% to £95.8m in 1999 but profit
margins suffered, rising only 10% to £4.3m  WS Atkins has joined with the
Royal Bank of Scotland in a scheme to increase technical support for
the Lombard asset-leasing business. The venture is to be called Total
Solutions for Industry or TS4i.A further £15m order for 99 double-deck
buses for Hong Kong has been gained by Walter Alexander of Falkirk.

Research Digest (continued)
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Extended reference to these issues is on p13-15 They raise
important challenges for in the Scottish Executive and for the use of
consultation procedures to increase public awareness and ensure
meaningful reforms. There is increasing concern that consultation is
being used to delay decisions on priorities with growing frustration at
the generality of many documents. These repeat existing policies but
give much less attention to integrated Five Year Programmes, realistic
performance (outcome) measures and the evaluation of future options
for longer-term strategy.

This can be explained in part by political considerations relating to
future elections, by the existence of reserved powers and by the time
needed by the Executive to develop ‘joined-up’ thinking for the economy,
social inclusion, transport and sustainable development. Yet many
current issues were apparent well before the elections to the Scottish
Parliament and must have been receiving civil service attention. The
tendency for political point-scoring and media hype of single issue
topics has also hampered debate, and decisions, on priorities vital for
Scotland’s future. There has been implicit, rather than explicit,
recognition that Scottish public funding from EU and UK sources is in
relative decline - requiring either a trimming of certain programmes or
the finding of alternative sources of dynamism and revenue without a
tax structure placing Scotland at an international disadvantage. A
further important point is that parts of Scotland’s economic structure
may have been more damaged than England from exclusion from
the Euro currency area, creating justification for specific
compensatory measures pending a final UK decision. An important
test of progress will the nature of the Scottish Public Spending
Review in the autumn and those aspects relating to a Ten Year
Strategy for Transport and Access.

TRANSPORT, CLIMATE CHANGE AND
QUALITY OF LIFE

Sarah Boyack, Transport and Environment Minister, is
determined to take decisions to ensure Scotland makes its
contribution to slowing climate change and improving the local
environment. Her priorities are cutting car use in cities, reducing
energy use and reducing landfill requirements through recycling
and other policies (H16May). However, in response to the UK
and Scottish Consultations on the Climate Change Programme,
FoE(Scotland) and SAPT have called for specific Scottish
targets for greenhouse gas reductions running at least to 2020.
In a review of progress since its original February 1999 Report
on Transport Policy Options for a Sustainable Scotland, SFTE
(Scottish Forum for Transport and the Environment) has noted
that road traffic growth has already slowed substantially despite
a lack of strong policies to encourage shifts away from car use.
Given integrated policies, the Progress Review, One Step on
the Way (see Publications, p. 22) concludes that there is a
robust case for absolute cuts in Scottish road traffic over the next
20 years with positive benefits for society and the economy. The
review includes 19 recommendations for change, including an
earmarked increase in Road Fuel Duties, a Scottish target of
35% reduction in 2000 levels of greenhouse gas emissions by
2020 and a two-year study of total costs relating to Scottish
road provision and use and the best means of covering such
costs. The SEPA State of the Environment Air Quality Report
has found improvement in overall air quality but levels of
pollution remain dangerous in main shopping areas and at other
hot spots (S12June)

PUBLIC FINANCES, ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSPORT
PROGRAMMES

THE TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL

A Scottish Executive comment on the Bill and the programme
for its passage is on p 16. Originally the Integrated Transport
Bill, the change of title recognises that the Bill does not cover
the full range of integrated transport. The focus is on bus
measures, fares and ticketing, road charging and workplace
parking levies. It confirms earlier decisions (now also applied
in England) to rule out any early move to trunk road charging.
Additional local authority income from road and workplace
charging will only arise as and when schemes are approved by
the Scottish Executive though there is added provision for a
Forth Estuary Board to increase Forth Road Bridge tolls and
apply the income for transport purposes  (H22Apr, 7June). A
similar policy may apply to the Tay.

Initial reaction show that business and car users are reluctant
acceptors of road charging provided that clear arrangements
are made for income arising to be additional and devoted only
to transport. STUC has expressed concern about the equity
and realism of road charging while SCC wishes equity and
social justice issues to have greater weighting in considering
fares policies and petrol prices. Pleas have also been made
for charging to be accompanied by reductions in Road Fuel
Duty though there is little sign that this will happen. Business
opposition to workplace parking levies has been stronger but
again with little evidence of a Scottish Executive willingness to
give way on these enabling powers. Several Local Councils
have been keen to see regionwide schemes, possibly
including retail parking, and there is a presumption in favour of
regional charging strategies as a condition for approval of
schemes and the release of challenge funding (H12July,
S15&22June).

Edinburgh and Glasgow City Councils, and SPT, have
argued for more rapid moves to quality contracts for buses
but the Scottish Executive preference is to go down the road of
enforced quality partnerships with quality contracts applied
only if these fail - giving a minimum period of 21 months before
quality contracts could come into force. SPT wants
partnerships and contracts to include more detail on fares and
frequencies (LTT6July) Other comments have sought
modifications to strengthen the vision and longer-term elements
in transport strategy and to extend reviews of ticketing, fares
and possible revisions in Local Bus Fuel Duty Rebate, or
alternative future aid,  to give more weight to social justice
and  the need for fares to be lower than the perceived costs of
car use SAPT has argued for Annual Reports on Transport,
Access and Land Use as a basis for consultation and the
development of Five to Ten Year Programmes. It has called
for such Reports both from the Executive and from  Local
Councils (with combined reports for all Structure Plan areas).

Scottish Executive has announced that the extra
£15.9 million from the Spring Budget will be allocated
as follows:-

• £5.2 m to Safer Routes to School

• £5m for airport works at Kirkwall and Wick

• £2.4 m to Fife for extra capacity on peak rail services
to Edinburgh

• extra £1 m for Freight Facility Grant; £0.5m for road
safety education £0.3m for Rural Community
Transport Fund

EXTRA £15.9M FOR
SCOTTISH TRANSPORT

RAIL CONCESSION FARES
DETR has agreed with Scottish Executive that powers relating to
concession fares in Scotland should pass to the Executive

ROAD TRAFFIC REDUCTION (National Targets) Act 1998
The Scottish Executive report under this Act is to be published
in December

Lorries, Logistics and Energy Efficiency This topic was discussed at
a Scottish Energy Efficiency Seminar, chaired by Allan Mackie of the
Scottish Executive  Bob Armstrong of FTA Scotland pointed out that
increases in distance travelled may lead to greater overall energy
savings through lower supply chain costs. Alan McKinnon of Heriot-Watt
University and Michael Coyle of Huddersfield University were also
contributors (Freight, June) Powerful margets attached to fuel pipes have
potential for fuel saving through ionising fuel and increasing its ability to
comboine with oxygen (H18May) Glasgow-based Fuel Cell Integration
is anticipating expansion as fuel cells become more common in
transport (H26June) (for Cars and Carbon, see summary of Prof Howard
Kirby lecture on Inside Rear Cover)

Transport Safety Evaluations of the Scottish Road Safety
Campaign Travel Packs and Road Safety in the Scottish Curriculum have
been published by HHSO, price £5 - free summaries available from
Scottish Executive CRU  www.scotland.gov.uk/cru. CRU has also pub-
lished at £5 Road Accidents and Children living in Deprived Areas -
finds that risks are 50% higher for children of single parents;
deprived children are 4 times more likely to be killed than children
from more affluent backgrounds. Overall, the Scottish child
pedestrian fatality rate is 28% above England and Wales. (Contact:
Dr Robert Raeside, Napier School of Mathematical and Physical
Sciences)  Sarah Boyack says this research will be used to create
safer residential areas with Napier University invited to expand
research to cover differences between urban and rural areas and to
examine underlying patterns of behaviour putting children at risk
(LTT27April; S20Apr)

PUBLICATION OF ACCESSIBILITY ANALYSIS GUIDANCE

Greater emphasis on accessibility analysis in development and
transport planning was proposed at a seminar on 10 May at the
Scottish Executive.

This seminar presented the draft findings of a research project
commissioned by the Scottish Executive titled: Accessibility: Review
of Measuring Techniques and their Application, carried out by Derek
Halden Consultancy.  It was attended by about 80 professionals from
local authorities, consultants, developers, and transport operators,
together with officials from Scottish Executive and DETR.

Five main types of accessibility analysis were suggested:
• Accessibility by walking and cycling
• Public transport accessibility
• Transport “system” accessibility
• Accessibility ratios
• Freight accessibility

The seminar discussed how accessibility analysis could be used to
make transport and land use proposals more consistent with wider
economic and social policies. By looking at accessibility for people
and freight, rather than individual modes, integration
between modes and with wider policies is inherent within the
analysis. The analysis methods also allow detailed consideration of
the impacts of proposals on particular user groups such as those who
may be considered socially excluded.

The Scottish Executive intend to publish shortly a research
report, containing guidance on accessibility techniques and their
application, and summary research findings. These will be
published under the Scottish Executive Central Research Unit
series. It is then hoped that the techniques can be developed further
through wider use in transport and development planning including
transport strategy preparation and funding bids.

Further information can be obtained from: David Seaman,
Central Research Unit, Scottish Executive, Victoria Quay,
Edinburgh, EH6QQirty.

GLOBAL WARMING AND TRANSPORT
Leeds University ITS is part of a consortium of nine groups
gaining an NERC,ESRS,EPSRC £10m contract to study
global warming. Leeds will focus on relationships with
transport demand (Contacts: Abigail Bristow and Prof Chris Nash)
Overall, the National Climate Change Research Centre will be led by
the University of East Anglia (LTT27Apr) As part of the
government response to SACTRA, DETR is to commission research
on relationships between prices and marginal social costs on all forms
of surface transport. This should lead to revised, and diaaggregated,
valuations of time saving. For preliminary views, see Value of Travel
Time on UK Roads, study by Accent for DETR - available for £100
(£50 for individuals from 020 8742 2211 (LTT11May)

MULTI-MODAL STUDIES
DETR has commissioned Mott MacDonald to develop
multi-modal software - to be adapted at STAG in Scotland by Steer
Davies Gleave (see p6) Road Pricing  EU PROGRESS project
studies on road pricing have been formally lauched in Edinburgh and
Bristol. These involve Napier TRI and include political, economic and
technical aspects  EU Fifth Research Programme has invited bids
related to integrated rural transport and innovative bus/tram systems
EU is also inviting research on fiscal measures to cut greenhouse gas
emissions (LTT6July)

Lorry Track and Environmental Costs - DETR has released the
results of a study by National Economic Research Associates, TRL,
AEA and Alan McKinnon at HeriotWatt University - outcomes will
feed into work on the revision of Vehicle Excise Duties. HGVs are
found to be broadly covering their total costs, including road
capital charges  Contact 020 7676 2509

sSRA has commissioned Sinclair Knight Merz to produce a
strategic model of UK freight to aid understanding of the rail
potential for growth (LTT6July)

TRANSPORT AND THE ECONOMY -
THE DEBATE CONTINUES
In May, the Government’s response to the SACTRA report on
transport and the economy was published.The relationship between
transport and the economy is clearly important but despite a series of
studies and reports over 20 years the latest conclusion is that more
research is required. There is still uncertainty about whether current
appraisal considers all the important effects. The way forward for the
research is grouped under 10 themes:

• The structure of the appraisal process
• The reporting of economic impacts
• Regeneration issues
• Traffic reduction and capacity measures
• Updating of inputs into the appraisal, evaluation and

forecasting methods
• Business and freight traffic
• The prices and marginal social costs of journeys
• Reliability
• Models
• Land use transport interaction

There is nothing remarkable about the research being suggested
including basic concepts such as a better understanding of behav-
ioural links between transport and land use decisions and the need
for forecasts of freight demand. It is perhaps more remarkable that it
has taken so long to recognise that this research is required. Never-
theless the comprehensive and robust approach taken in the SACTRA
work now allows a clearly structured approach to be taken to the
research. A large agenda has been set and pressing forward with this
work is an issue of major importance to Scotland. Indeed the entire
credibility of the current integrated transport policies could be
threatened if a better understanding of the links between transport
and the economy is not established quickly.

It should be remembered that the Leitch report in the early 1980s
identified that that cost benefit analysis could take account of all the
important impacts if travel behaviour was adequately modelled.
SACTRA are not questioning this general conclusion but the context
of integrated transport requires a much more sophisticated approach
than simply requiring uncongested networks. Integrated transport
policies rightly emphasise that there are more efficient ways for the
country to meet its economic needs that building its way out of
problems. However, if “win win” solutions for the economy and
integrated transport are to be identified then the research set out by
the Government should not be seen as a long term objective but a
priority. It has taken 20 years to find the right questions to ask.
Hopefully the answers can be found rather more quickly.
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or for rebate and discount arrangements plus more extensive
support for rural shops and filling stations (funded from the ear-
marked proceeds of fuel duty) EU has made it clear that it would
not oppose UK action to lower Fuel Tax in the Highlands and
Islands since similar measures have been applied in France,
Portugal, Greece and Italy but Scotland Office Minister Brian
Wilson has said that these derogations were granted before
1993. No new ones would be accepted. There is local concern
at the long delay in completing the OFT report on petrol prices
(S&H19June). BP removed its 1p per litre surcharge on High-
lands and Islands wholesale petrol prices in May (H5May) To
reduce Car Licence fraud, wheelclamping squads are to make
their first appearance in northern Scotland. Estimates suggest
that 19,000 Highlands and Grampian drivers are presently evad-
ing tax.  Tax income loss across Scotland amounts to £13.5m
a year, of which £2m applies to the Grampian/Highland area.
As a concession to the low mileage and poor roads in small
islands, tax recovery will not be pursued in islands such as
Eigg and Muck(H4May)  Legal opinion has cast doubt on the
authority to levy Skye Bridge tolls and Charles Kennedy MP
has criticised evasive answers from the Scottish Executive
(H26June & 10July)  Sarah Boyack has invited applications for
the latest allocations of £600,000 to the Rural Community
Transport Fund(LTT 25May)

OFT BLAMES HIGH PETROL PRICES ON MARKET
OFT report has concluded that, apart from the Western Isles,
higher petrol prices in the Highlands and Islands are due to
market conditions, not monopoly (H 14 July)

CORRIDOR STUDIES
MVA has held consultation meetings as part of its scoping
studies for the Scottish Executive on multi-modal appraisal in the
Central Belt with particular reference to the M8 and M80 corridors.
Issues identified include some shift of emphasis from growth in longer-
distance road traffic to rail pinchpoints and the problems arising from
more localised traffic growth and land use patterns favouring car
use. Full corridor results are not expected until 2002 with statutory
procedures for infrastructure schemes only being developed after
that date. Results would take into account Scottish applications of
new approaches to multi-modal modelling being developed in
England for DETR. Steer Davies Gleave, SIAS, WS Atkins and MDS
Transmodal are preparing STAG (Scottish Transport Appraisal
Guidance) for the Scottish Executive (LTT11May)

The most strongly expressed view in the consultations was that
separate decisions were required on immediate programmes for
safety improvement, the relief of congestion and modal shift away
from single-occupant car use at peak periods. There was a desire
for such decisions before the end of the year - including action such
as hard shoulders, minor junction improvements, Auchenkilns grade
separation on the A80, fully integrated ticketing, bus priorities, extra
rail capacity, improved frequencies and green transport plans for
significant employers.

NEW INTEREST GROUPS
Helen Eadie, MSP has formed an all-party Rail Group in the
Scottish Parliament. CBI(Scotland), Scottish Chambers of
Commerce, the Institute of Directors in Scotland, SCDI and
Scottish Financial Enterprise(SFE) have gone public on an
alliance to lobby at Holyrood and Westminster. Formed a year
ago, this alliance has already been active on business rates
and air passenger tax. The spokesman is Ray Perman, Chief
Executive of SFE. The Federation of Small Businesses has
expressed concern at not being involved (H16June) David
Donnison, Emeritus Professor, Urban Studies, Glasgow
University, has called for a strong Policy Forum in Scotland
linking academics with other interest groups (Urban Studies
Newsletter,March)

HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS : RURAL
TRANSPORT ISSUES
Much press comment has been made on the priority
consultation by the Scottish Executive on EU requirements for
the franchising of supported ferry services (see also
article by Alf Baird, p. 7) Sarah Boyack has given
assurances that this will be arranged to safeguard island
communities and ferry-served peninsulae, including
continued services from Gourock to Cowal. Publicly-owned
CalMac is proposing a New Caledonian MacBrayne
Company which would own and lease vessels, allowing ‘old’
CalMac to bid for routes. These are likely to be grouped in at
least three units for franchise purposes though with the possi-
bility of ‘old’ CalMac gaining all the contracts under competi-
tive bidding. Initial franchises will be for five years but there
has been pressure for longer periods (less urgent if ships and
terminals are separated out from operating companies). Fu-
ture franchise terms could become a matter for a Highlands
and Islands Transport Authority (Scottish Executive Press
Release 11May; H27&28Apr, 2,24&30May, S5&12 June, 15
July H30June & 10July) Services to the Northern Isles
(presently operated by P&O) are already out to tender with
CalMac/National Express as one of the bidders and awards
expected later this year. Tenders will run from 2002 (H30May)
SAPT has called for any tender specifications to safeguard,
and enhance, quality of interchange with rail and bus services.

In specifying grouped tenders, there will be close
interest in arrangements for the Clyde. At present, the
Western Ferries service to Cowal has no public subsidy but
the company will have the option for tendering for supported
routes. Decisions will also be required on whether projected
high-speed services on the Clyde (see STR Issue 9, p 7) should
be included in specifications. Meantime, Western Ferries has
ordered a £2.5m ferry from Ferguson of Port Glasgow - the
first new vessel to run on the present route from McInroy’s
Point (H23June)  It is keen to develop this route but there is
also public concern to maintain at least a passenger service
direct from Gourock to Dunoon - the economics of which might
be improved if it included the carriage of vehicles. (H15 July)
(see also p. 8)

Efforts continue to adjust the revised Assisted Areas Map to
minimise adverse effects on the Highland region, now hit by
substantial oil-yard redundancies on the Moray Firth
(H25Apr,2&3May). Tavish Scott, LibDem transport
spokesman and Shetland MSP, has attacked the unaccount-
ability of Highlands and Islands Airports(HIAL).He is
seeking direct control by the Scottish Executive pending
decisions on a Highlands and Islands Transport Authority.
SCDI is less critical of HIAL performance but recognises
serious financial issues in improving air services for the High-
lands and Islands (H19Apr)

The hot topic of rural petrol prices has remained to the fore
though shading into wider complaints at the level of fuel prices.
Dermot Grimson, formerly of Rural Forum and now External
Affairs Adviser for Shell in Scotland, has told the Enterprise
and Lifelong Learning Committee that Shell is keen to set
up four LPG stations in the Highlands by the end of the year
(at Elgin, Oban, Fort William and Evanton). This would cut
prices to about 40p a litre compared to rural petrol prices in
the 90 to 98p range. He also sought aid to extend present
75% grants towards £1200 conversion costs to cars more than
one year old (H27Apr S4 April) However, it could be difficult to
provide extensive LPG stations in the Highlands and Islands
while greater use of LPG could lead to increases in tax rates
as part of strategies for cutting greenhouse gas emissions.
(S7July) Alternative arguments have been advanced by
Highland Council and others either for a differential fuel duty

FUTURE INTEGRATED TRANSPORT
RESEARCH PRIORITIES
On 28 June a seminar was held at the Napier University Transport
Research Institute aiming to identify important research issues. The
seminar was sponsored by DETR and sought to help them define the
key topics for the LINK Future Integrated Transport Programme. The
next call for research under this programme will be this autumn, and a
key part of the day involved seven workshops reviewing: research
needs, criteria for assessing priorities, and priorities for research. The
seven workshop topics were:

• Enhancing reliability
• Overcoming barriers to multi-modal integration
• Reducing emissions and climate change impacts
• Reducing noise and vibration
• Transport implications of NPPG 13
• Social inclusion and transport safety
• Social inclusion and mobility, access and security

There were delegates at the Seminar from all parts of the UK and to
stimulate thoughts, presentations were given by Howard Wyborn (LINK

SCOTTISH ROAD FLOWS   JUNE 2000 (with % change on 1999)
(thousand vehicles per day Monday to Friday daily averages)

Bus Cars LGVs HGVs TOTAL % change on 1999
Central Scotland
A720 Dreghorn    .19   58.7   3.0   6.6   72.1
M8 Claylands .27  47.7 5.7 6.0 59.7  -4.3%
M8 Harthill .47 44.0 6.6 7.4 58.5   4.3%
M8 Hillington .51 72.8 8.2 6.6 88.1
M80 Bankhead  .24  26.5 3.1 5.4 35.2  -1.7%
M876 Bonnybridge .13 26.2 3.4 5.6 35.3   2.0%
M73 Gartcosh  .09  27.6 3.1 7.1 37.2
M90 Kelty .21  22.7  2.6  3.3  28.8    nil
M9 Linlithgow .10 23.2  2.5 2.8 28.6   2.5%
M74 Uddingston .60 58.0  7.5 10.4 76.5    nil
A77 Kilmarnock .13 19.9 2.0 2.0 24.0   3.5%
A737 Lochside .19 17.1 1.8 1.4 20.5  -2.4%

North-east Scotland
A90 Forfar .04 14.2 1.1 2.1 17.4    nil
A90 Bridge of Don .20 17.3 1.8 1.7  21.0      1%
A96 Forres .05 7.2 1.0 1.2  9.5     -1%

Rural Trunk(North)
A9 Tomatin .12 6.2 .7 1.1 8.1  -3.6%
A9 Black Isle .17 21.6 2.7 1.9 26.4
A9 Berriedale .03 1.3 .2 .3 1.8 -14%
A82 Crianlarich .03 3.3 .5 .6 4.4 -16%
A830 Lochailort .008 1.0 .2 .1 1.3    nil
A87 Kyle data unrepresentative (car traffic unusually low)

Rural Trunk(South)
A1 Grantshouse .02 4.1 .5 1.5  6.1  -7.5%
A68 Pathhead .09 7.9 .9 .9  9.8    nil
A7 Langholm .03 2.8 .4 .5  3.7 -3%
A75 Eastriggs .09 2.8 .9 2.3  9.7
A75 Carsluith .05 3.1 .5 1.1  4.8
A77 Glenapp .06 2.0 .3 .6  3.0 -20%

Source: Scottish Executive Automatic Road Counts

Comment  Subject to erratic fluctuations at particular points, this data indicates overall stabilisation in road traffic with weaker performance in much of
the Borders, Dumfries and Galloway and the Highlands. The sharp rise in fuel prices since last June has clearly had an influence, reinforced by
currency impacts and competitive choice in tourism. Longer-distance car travel seems to be falling though with some continung rise in more localised
movement.  Car traffic on the A75 at Glenapp was also affected by the move of  Seacat Irish services from Stranraer to Troon.  There is furtherevidence
that spending preferences have shifted towards public transport (including air travel) and towards substantial rises in consumer spending on items
such as mobile phones and internet activity - in some cases substituting for travel.  Data for the main M74 corridor south is now gathered by a separate
team,resulting in some delays in its availability

Programme Director), Phil Bly (Independent Consultant and formerly
Transport Research Laboratory), and Iain Todd (DETR Head of
Transport, Environment and Taxation Division).

Phil Bly identified six main reasons why progress on integration was
not faster and suggested that solutions might be particularly effective
if they sought to overcome these obstacles. The six obstacles were:

• Failure to reach consensus - ie disbelief, losers/gainers,
conflicts of interest, predicting the future

• Public attitudes and lifestyles - we love the car and we need it
• Fear of reducing economic growth by increasing costs
• Market competition is essentially short term
• Existing infrastructure fossilises land use and travel patterns
• Inappropriate planning procedures are fragmented and short term

Following the workshops it proved impractical to present all the key
findings fully at the plenary session but a report of the Seminar is to be
prepared by Napier TRI and it is hoped that this can be featured in the
next issue of Scottish Transport Review.
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SCOTTISH ECONOMY Scottish economic growth has slowed slightly
but remains strong overall. Particular problems are confined to tourism
(especially rural) and manufacture. House prices remain less volatile
than in England (H27&28Apr,2May,,1June,8&13July)

TOURISM   Out-tourism from Britain continues to grow, helped by the
high value of the £. According to the Office for National Statistics, foreign
trips by UK residents rose 30% in five years - from 41.3 m in 1995 to
53.6m in 1999 (H24June) France has overtaken Spain as the leading
destination for UK tourists - attracting 11.5m in 1998 compared to 1.1m in
1970. After Spain and the Irish Republic, the USA has risen to the fourth
most popular overseas destination with 3.5m trips in 1998.This has clearly
hit the number of English visitors to Scotland while growth in foreign visits
to Scotland has been slower. Overseas visitors to Scotland fell 11% to
1.9m in 1999 with spending estimated to fall 12.7% while trips from
Scotland rose by 20.9% to 5.2m with spending up 14.1%. The exchange
rate and relative quality are seen as more important issues than fuel prices
in Scottish tourism decline and it has proved more difficult to market rural
areas (H1July) Scotland’s premier tourist attractions are slipping down
the league of top UK venues (Glasgow Caledonian University Moffat
Centre annual survey for STB; H1May)

ROAD SAFETY  Drivers falling asleep are causing a quarter of deaths
on Scottish trunk roads and motorways, exceeding alcohol as a cause
of fatalities. The Sleep Research Centre at Loughborough University
will produce further results in the autumn with recommendations for
remedial action (H9June)

BUS AND RAIL USAGE  Local bus trips in Scotland fell 36% between
1988/89 and 1998/99. The annual fall to April 1999 was 6% (representing
413m trips) Scottish bus fares have risen 20% since 1988 compared to a
4% rise in motoring costs. Transport Minister, Sarah Boyack, anticipates

INTRODUCTION
The Scottish Executive has entered into a consultation process concerning
securing the future of highlands and islands ferry services. A key change is
expected in the way ferry services are organised due to the need to meet
European Union guidelines on state aid in the maritime sector. In essence,
future delivery of lifeline ferry service will have to ensure that operators are
selected through an open competitive tendering process.

NATURE OF LIFELINE FERRY SERVICES
The importance of maintaining essential transport connections to remote
island communities is well recognised. Remote islands play an important
role in conserving land, use of marine resources, conservation of the natural
environment and so forth. Essential transport systems are necessary to
improve basic economic conditions, to promote commercial activities, and
ameliorate under-development due to the special circumstances
associated with being remote from the mainland. Support of essential ferry
services is therefore necessary to foster the islands’ economic power, to
stabilise people’s welfare, and to retain population.

However, there are a number of economic and technical difficulties
associated with the unique nature of maintaining essential ferry services
to remote islands, including:

- Thin traffic volumes on many routes;
- Traffic seasonality (e.g. tourism, livestock etc.);
- Traffic imbalances, particularly in the freight market;
- Effects of adverse weather conditions on service provision, especially in winter;
- The non-economic reality of service provision on most routes.
Combined, these factors mean that the market itself will not provide ferry
services and that, consequently, the intervention of the public sector is critical.

THE NEED FOR CHANGE
The need for change in order to comply with the requirements of
European Community law will necessitate an open public tender where
financial compensation is being offered to a ferry operator for Public
Service Obligations (PSO). The Scottish Executive acknowledges that
this raises a wide range of issues, not least relating to how existing CalMac
services would be maintained.

The consultation paper sets out the following three options in
relation to tendering the network:

- Tender the whole network;
- Tender the individual routes; or
- Something in between, with services either grouped by geographical

area or grouped by vessel size.

The first option, to tender the whole network, is not regarded as a feasible
approach, and it is noted in the consultation paper that this would be
unlikely to meet the European Commission’s guidelines in any event.

Alternatively, tendering every single route would inevitably mean a drastic
loss of economies of scale in operations. Such economies that already
exist in terms of ship purchasing, ship supplies (e.g. spares, fuel,
victualling etc.), manning, training, marketing, and so on, added to the
need for relief vessels across the network, renders this option
undesirable. Consequently, it would appear that the third option proposed
by the Scottish Executive – grouping by geographical area or by vessel
size - is likely to form the most appropriate solution. Further, tendered
routes grouped by both geographic region and by vessel size might go
some way in helping to avoid economies of scale being lost.

ROUTE TENDERING OPTIONS
The question then concerns how to separate routes by both
vessel size and by geographic area.

Vessel size appears to be largely determined by the geographic area of
operation, and by the length of the route in question. Larger vessels ply
longer routes in rough waters, and these vessels are expensive to
construct and operate. They will tend to have a large crew living on board
for fairly lengthy periods. Smaller vessels ply in smooth or partially smooth
waters, are far less expensive to construct, and tend not to require large
crews living on board. Terminal facilities for these different ship types will
also vary in the level of complexity and cost.

Highlands & Islands Enterprise (HIE) have identified four different
categories of ferry service, each with very little interface between them:

- Large rough water RORO vessels operating to heavy duty linkspans
- Smaller short distance RORO vessels operating to landing hards or linkspans
- Hybrid vessels operating to side and stern loading linkspans or landing hards
- Passenger-only vessels.

Nevertheless, it is not necessarily the case that tenders should be
exclusively for any one type of service. The above categorisation merely
acknowledges essential differences between the various types of service.
However, what tenders will also need to take account of, in addition to the
fleet profile, is the geographic area of operation. This will be especially
important given the need for relief vessel requirements. On the basis that
groupings of services should involve routes that are in relative close
proximity to one another, and using similar vessel types, for the existing
CalMac network the following sub-division would seem appropriate:

South Sector Routes (i.e. Arran and Islay);

Central Sector Routes (i.e. Oban based routes - Mull, Colonsay, Coll,
Tiree, Barra, Lochboisdale and Mallaig);

North Sector Routes (i.e. Lochmaddy, Harris and Stornoway);

Upper Clyde Routes (i.e. Gourock-Dunoon, Rothesay-Wemyss Bay,
Tarbert-Portavadie).

Other lifeline ferry routes

In addition to CalMac routes, similar arrangements might also need to be
made for tenders in respect of a number of other cohesive ferry service
networks, and of single routes that involve Pupil Service Obligation (PSO’s.)
These services would include:

- Intra-island ferry services in Orkney;
- Intra-island ferry services in Shetland;
- Ferry services between Scotland and Orkney and Shetland

(already subject to a competitive tender process);
- Individual routes supported by local authorities (e.g. Cuan Ferry,

Corran Ferry etc.).

SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS
Under European law, the payment of capital grants in respect of vessel
replacement favouring particular undertakings with anti-competitive effects,
together with loans giving preferential rates, is ruled out. The Scottish
Executive has stated that Ministers support the principle of a separate ves-
sel owning company, which would be owned by the Executive. This vessel
owning company (e.g. VESCO?) would then lease vessels to the
respective operating companies.

The Scottish Executive see  considerable advantages from this proposal in
terms of ensuring that the vessels necessary to operate ongoing services
are secure. It is accepted that the latter factor is important, and that this
option would also answer any questions with regard to uncertainty regard-
ing ownership of the existing CalMac fleet. However, there are a number of
weaknesses with this approach, particularly in the long run, including:

• How can the Executive be sure that the vessels it owns (and subsequently
orders) are the best option for the route in question, or for the lifetime of the ship;

• Operators seeking to tender for routes will be likely to have their own
ideas on ideal vessel types etc., and if particular ships are forced upon
them this may stifle innovation;

• The lifecycle of ships, given rapid ongoing technological changes, has
dramatically shortened and this could mean that ships owned by the
Executive might become obsolete rather sooner than anticipated;

• How can operator bids be differentiated if each must use the same ships,
piers etc.? The ship itself largely determines operator cost structure, and
this therefore implies that all bidders will have very similar cost structures.

Alfred Baird Head, TRI Maritime Transport Research Group, Napier University

Air Passengers (thousands) Source: Scottish Airports, Glasgow Prestwick International and Highlands & Islands Airports

April-June 2000 (with %change on 1999)

ABERDEEN EDINBURGH GLASGOW

Domestic 415 (-2%) 1000 (5%) 919 (2%)

Internat. scheduled 86 (-6%) 284 (10%) 292 (8%)

Internat. charter 28 (6%) 111 (17%) 644 (-1%)

Helicopter 98 (-4%)

TOTAL 628 (-2%) 1394 (7%) 1855 (2%)

PRESTWICK INVERNESS OTHER H&I

TOTAL 219 (38%) 94.8 (4.1%) 110.5 (-23.6%)

Apology:  In ISSUE 9, the INVERNESS figure was repeated for Other H&I Airports.  The latter airports handled  91.8 thous.  passengers between
January and March, a decline of 31%, almost entirely due to thecollapse of oil-related traffic at Sumburgh in 1999, including a substantial shift to Skatsta

Comment:  Decline at Aberdeen is slowing with some revival in the oil industry.  Edinburgh growth remains well above Glasgow but is at a lesser rate
following the exceptional surge of traffic after new services in the first half of 1999.  Edinburgh’s current £70 m. development programme is now in the
final stage and should be complete by early next summer.  At Glasgow, international scheduled traffic remains the main growth area though reduced
aircraft sizes, influenced by the Boeing strike, on the transatlantic routes - compared to 1999 - will have adverse effects on traffic as the summer
proceeds.  International charter traffic was slightly down due to the late start of operations by a number of operators.  Glasgow may also have been
affected by competition from Prestwick which continues high growth from a low base.  Frankfurt traffic has added to 2000 figures compared to 1999.
Inverness secured growth above Glasgow but other H&I airport totals continue to reflect the sharp fall in Sumburgh traffic in relation to 1999.

Scottish Ferries (Source: Caledonian MacBrayne and Western Ferries)

Caledonian MacBrayne     Western Ferries (McInroys Point - Hunters Quay)
                           April-June 2000    % change on 1999 April-June 2000    % change on 1999

Passengers (thousands) 926  -1.3%  220 3.8%
Cars(thousands) 174   2.0%  115  3.2%
Commercial vehicles         14,952   5.1%             2,164  1.2%
Coaches           2,832   4.1%                 897 -2.7%
Note: Cal/Mac Data is provisional

that new measures will halt the decline in bus numbers while operators
are anticipating some absolute growth based on more extensive
innovation and supporting government measures. Bus usage growth in
99/00 is reported in Edinburgh as well as Glasgow (Scottish Executive
Statistical Bulletin Trn/2000/1 Bus and Coach Statistics, 1998-99, May;
Scottish Executive Press Releases 11; S22June) Scottish rail passenger
trip growth continues at around 4% though growth across the Forth in
1999 (at 3.1%) was lower than resumed 3.5% growth on the Forth Road
Bridge following the end of major repairs (H9June) Usage of Edinburgh
Waverley station is estimated to have risen 66% over the past six years
to a total of 18m a year. Reconstruction of the station is becoming more
urgent (Evening News 8June) British rail passenger kmns rose 6% in
1999 to the highest level since 1946 - freight tonnes rose 12.3%
(Bulletin of Rail Statistics, Qtr 4 1999/00). Over the next 10 years, a
further 50% rise in passengers and 75% rise in rail freight is the minimum
expectation (LTT6July)

ROAD TRAFFIC New car sales in Scotland in June rose 5% but traffic
levels are growing more slowly. For the past two quarters, British road
traffic growth has slowed to a yearly average of 1% though traffic on
motorways is rising at 3% a year. Cycling is rising by 5% a year, reversing
a long period of decline. Freight moved by HGVs fell 1.8% to 149 billion
tonne kmns in Britain in 1999 though the total rise in road tonne kmns
since 1980 has been 66% (involving a 45% rise in vehicle kmns) The
average length of haul rose from 93 km in 1998 to 95 km in 1999 but
empty running fell from 27.8% in 1998 to 27.2% in 1999. Further falls in
empty running are expected (Freight, June;LTT 8 June; Transport of Goods
by Road in Great Britain, 1999, DETR; Quarterly Road Data, DETR)
Annual surveys of motorway road congestion by MVA shows that 56% of
users found motorways congestion free in 1999 compared to 46% in 1997.
Since traffic rose over this period, these results may reflect shifts in
expectations and/or travel patterns (LTT22June)

Cal/Mac Ferry at Gourock.   A Baird
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Under such an arrangement, it is assumed that each ferry operator would be
forced to take the existing ships without argument.Yet clearly the
issue of vessel innovation should be a major criterion in any tender
selection process, and this will be entirely removed should the ‘fleet’ become
centrally managed by a separate vessel-owning company as advocated.
Aside from the issue of ships, technical assessments will also need to evaluate
service specifications in terms of fares and charges, frequency, timetable,
integration with other modes, marketing, hours of operation, passenger and freight
capacity etc. Key criteria should be how any prospective operator would seek to
grow the market and minimise subsidy levels. The relevant experience of
operators will also need to be taken into account.

Alongside any technical evaluation there will need to be a financial
evaluation of each operator’s bid. This is important as the internal cost
structure for companies can differ significantly (unless of course they are
all forced to use the same vessels). For example, ferry operators can
reduce costs if they have access to shareholder equity to assist capital
purchase of new vessels, thus reducing exposure to interest payments
and high gearing. Conversely, companies more reliant on debt to finance
newbuildings will tend to have higher interest charges and higher gearing.
Firms might also be quite different in relation to the type of vessels they
operate, or intend to operate (e.g. seakeeping and reliability, quality of
on-board facilities, fuel consumption, crew costs etc.). Again, most of these
issues relate to the ship, offering further arguments against the idea for a
state-owned/controlled vessel-owning company.

A potential barrier to private sector investment in vessels does however
relate to the proposed maximum duration of PSO contracts being for only
5 years. With a ship lifetime generally expected to exceed 20 years, this
implies a degree of added risk for bidders. It is not made clear in the
consultation document why a PSO contract should not exceed 5 years.
Private sector concessions to operate hospitals, schools etc. tend to be
for 25-30 years (i.e. the lifetime of the investment). Given the brief
contract period implied for ferry service concessions, one can therefore
see the benefit of a vessel owning company, but this does not answer the
weaknesses noted above, nor does it explain why a 5-year operating
concession is preferred.

Notwithstanding the above, it is evident that vessel newbuilding finance
arrangements have altered in recent years, and that new ships can, in
certain cases, be contracted for relatively short periods, for example:

- Some shipyards themselves arrange finance for newbuilds and simply
lease the craft to a preferred operator, and for an agreed timescale;

- Ferry lines can alternatively arrange a ship lease directly with a bank.

A tender scheme involving full technical evaluation and comparison of
vessels being offered by prospective operators to serve a given route would
permit these options to be further. Conversely, a tender scheme that
assumes particular vessels are already allocated to any given route, would not.

MAINLAND-TO-MAINLAND ROUTES
In instances where alternative road access is circuitous (e.g. remote
peninsula), inadequate or non-existent, then support should be given in
respect of any submission of PSO’s for mainland to mainland routes.
However, it appears unlikely that a PSO will be maintained under EU rules
where a route is in competition with another service nearby for the same
market (e.g. competition between CalMac and Western Ferries
for Gourock-Dunoon traffic). Nevertheless, as stated in the consultation
paper, in the interests of an integrated transport policy, foot passenger
ferry services to Gourock railhead should be maintained.

1. BACKGROUND

This is the fifth in a series of short notes on transport-related results from the
Scottish Household Survey (SHS). It describes some results from interviews
conducted in the first three quarters of 1999. As with all such surveys, factors
such as sampling variability and non-response bias may affect the results.
SHS questions on transport were listed in issue 5 of “Scottish Transport
Review” (page 19) and some results have appeared in Issues 6, 7, 8 and 9.

The SHS information about travel to school is obtained from questions which
are asked in respect of one randomly-chosen schoolchild in each household
with one or more children in full-time education at school. Because the
information is obtained for only one child per household, the results are weighted,
using the numbe of schoolchildren in the household, to represent the overall
schoolchild population. The results reported here are based on data for about
1,800 schoolchildren. In what follows, references to “car” cover both cars and
vans, and “bus” encompasses both specially-provided school buses and
ordinary service buses.

2. USUAL MAIN METHOD OF TRAVEL TO SCHOOL

The SHS asks how the child usually travels to school. The interviewer should
identify the main mode of transport if the journey involves the use of more than
one mode (the main mode being that used for the longest stage of the
journey). Overall, walking was the usual main mode of travel to school for 56% of
pupils, 23% went by bus, 18% by car and only 1% cycled. Other types of
transport, such as trains and taxis, were the main mode of travel for 2% of pupils.

Generally, pupils aged up to 11 are at primary schools, and pupils aged 12 and
over are at secondary schools. Some 62% of pupils of primary school age walk
to school, compared with 47% of pupils of secondary school age. This is not
surprising: there are many more primary schools than secondary schools, so
primary schools usually draw their pupils from smaller areas than secondary
schools, and therefore it is generally easier to walk to a primary school than to a
secondary school. For the same reason, only 13% of primary school age
children usually travel to school by bus, compared with 37% of secondary school
age pupils. A car is the usual main mode of travel to school for roughly 23% of
primary school age pupils but only about 11% of secondary school age pupils.

In method of travel there is not a great difference between the sexes for those
of primary school age. However, the percentage of pupils of secondary school
age who walk to school appears higher for boys (50%) than girls (44%), and the
percentage who go by bus seems higher for girls (40%) than for boys (35%).

The graph shows how the usual main mode of travel to school changes as
children grow older. The percentages sometimes fluctuate from one year of
age to the next, and should be regarded only as a broad guide because, for
each age from 5 to 15, they are based on data for an average of around 145
pupils.  Therefore, they may have large sampling standard errors - e.g. up to,
say, 4 or 5 percentage points. The sample numbers for other ages are smaller,
so their results have even larger sampling standard errors.

As might be expected, the usual means of travel to school varies markedly with
socio-economic factors. The SHS uses the Scottish MOSAIC neighbourhood
classification system to identify types of neighbourhoods with similar characteristics.
The percentage who walk to school is lowest in “country dwellers” areas (17%) and
“high income areas” (44%), and is highest in neighbourhoods classified as “better-off
council” and areas which are described as inhabited by “families in council flats” (both
68%). Similarly, the percentage going to school by car varies from only 8% in
neighbourhoods classified as inhabited by “families in council flats” areas to 24% in
“middleincome owners” areas and 36% in “high income areas”.“Country
dwellers” areas have by far the highest percentage travelling to school by bus: 62%.
Perhaps surprisingly, the percentages travelling by bus in other areas do not vary
much, ranging from 18%  to 23%.

The pattern of travel also varies greatly with social class. The percentage of
children who walk to school ranges from 46% of those from “professional” house-
holds to 65% of those with an “unskilled” background.  About 35% of children
from “professional” backgrounds travel by car, compared with only 9% of those
from “unskilled” households. Just 15% of pupils with a “professional”
background travel by bus, whereas 37% from the “partly skilled” class do so.
Similarly, there is considerable variation with the level of the annual net
household income. For example, of children from households in the £6,001 -
£10,000 band, 73% walk to school and only 4% go by car, whereas for those
from households in the over £20,000 band 48% walk and 31% go by car.

3. USUAL MAIN METHOD OF TRAVEL HOME FROM SCHOOL

The SHS also asks about the child’s usual main method of travel home from
school.  In most cases, this is the same as the usual main method of travel to
school. Overall, 58% walk home,  24% travel home by bus and 15% go by car.
Comparison of pupils’ means of travel to and from school shows that the main
difference is that about 4% travel to school by car and return home by foot or by
bus. A much smaller number go to school on foot or by bus and return by car.

4. REASONS FOR USING THE USUAL MAIN METHOD OF TRAVEL TO SCHOOL

Respondents were asked about the reasons for using the child’s usual main mode
of travel to school.  Information is currently available for about half the pupils. The
most frequently given reasons are listed below (in each case, “100%” is the number
of children using that mode for whom one or more reasons were given).
• walking: the school is not far away (69%); it is the most convenient

method (13%).
• bus: too far to walk (34%); it is the most convenient method (21%);

it is the only method available (18%).
• car: it is the most convenient method (33%); a relative meets the

child (14%); it is free (14%); it is too far to walk (14%).

5. COULD PUPILS WHO TRAVEL TO OR FROM SCHOOL BY CAR
USE PUBLIC TRANSPORT?

In the case of pupils who travel to or from school by car, respondents were
asked whether it would be possible for the child to use public transport.
Overall, 38% of pupils who travelled by car could use public transport for the
journey. Not surprisingly, the percentage was lower for those of primary school
age (31%) than for those of secondary school age (60%).

In the cases where respondents said that it was possible to use public
transport, they were asked why the child did not use it.  Information is currently
available for about half the pupils.  The most frequently given reasons are
listed below (in each case, “100%” is the number of children for whom one or
more reasons were given).
• primary school age children: too young to travel on own (22%); prefer to use
car (14%); too short a distance (12%).

•  secondary school age children: prefer to use car
(18%); inconvenient (18%).

In cases where respondents said it was not possible
to use public transport, they were asked why this was
so. Information is currently available for about half the
pupils. The most frequently given reasons are listed
below (in each case, “100%” is the number of children
for whom one or more reasons were given).
•  primary school age children: no service available
(51%); too young to travel on own (16%);  too short a
distance (14%).
•  secondary school age children: no service available
(25%);  too short a distance (16%).

6. FURTHER INFORMATION

The quarterly “Scottish Household Survey Bulletin” is
available (price £5) from The Stationery Office (ISSN
1467 7393). It usually includes some analyses involv-
ing transport topics, and also provides information
about the Scottish MOSAIC classification. As well as
further quarterly bulletins, forthcoming publications
containing results from the SHS will include a detailed
annual report for 1999 and an accompanying
technical report, which are expected to be published
in September 2000. An anonymised copy of the SHS
data will be deposited at the ESRC Data Archive in
the autumn.  SHS results will also appear in statistical

bulletins of transport-related results and in “Scottish Transport Statistics 20001”.

Information about the SHS can be found on the SHS website, at http://
www.scotland.gov.uk/shs, and enquiries should be made to Louise Finlayson,
SHS Project Manager, on 0131 244 7557shs@scotland.gov.uk

REFERENCES

1. “Scottish Transport Statistics” is an annual statistical volume, available price
£10 from The Stationery Office. It is expected that the next edition will be
published at the end of August 2000.

Some preliminary work investigating the potential for fast passenger ferry
services on upper Clyde routes has been undertaken. More work is re-
quired to explore the role of fast craft, and how they could assist transport
integration, including through ticketing with other modes. However, it is
evident that there is private sector interest in operating fast ferry services
on certain routes. Consequently, any tender process would provide an
opportunity to further explore operational possibilities for the introduction
of fast ferry services on these routes.

ROLE OF A POSSIBLE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
TRANSPORT AUTHORITY

The proposed new transport authority for the Highlands and Islands could
bring about a number of benefits. It would bring decision making on critical
transport issues closer to those communities most affected. It would also
allow for in-depth knowledge of these communities concerning key
transport problems etc. to directly feed into decisions on transport provision;

In addition to detailed local knowledge, a dedicated Transport Authority would
be expected to have sufficient scale and knowledge of wider transport issues
to effectively manage and direct tender processes and to develop an overall
transport strategy for the highlands and islands.

While the contractual relationship between such an authority and transport
providers still has to be worked out, and its specific role and functions need
clarification, such a development offers a positive way forward, particularly in
view of the EU requirement for adjustment in essential ferry service provision
through an open competitive tendering process.

DEVELOPING NEW PSO FERRY ROUTES
No mention is made in the consultation paper of new ferry routes which
could be introduced with a modal shift rather than a lifeline objective, yet
in other EU countries such services do operate as PSO’s. For example,
new fast ferry services for commuter passengers introduced as an
alternative to congested highways and fixed links. Such services have in
recent years been introduced in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Holland
and Portugal, (with public support.) There are many examples where
modern fast ferries provide an acceptable alternative to congested fixed
links and highways. However, a key barrier (in Scotland) rests in the lack
of awareness of such possibilities, and the absence of institutional
mechanisms to exploit the opportunities that exist. In effect, substantial
mechanisms exist to distort the transport market in favour of generating
ever more land transport (e.g. free highways, fuel duty rebates, rail
subsidies, etc.), but there are no comparable mechanisms available to
expand maritime transport. This is unfortunate, particularly at a time where
there appears to be private sector interest in starting innovative fast ferry
services for commuters on both the River Clyde and River Forth. It is in
part indicative of a lack of maritime policy, and the part that such a policy
could play in the wider transport strategy. The Scottish Executive should
therefore endeavor to ensure that the necessary mechanisms exist
whereby such services that can benefit the public might be allowed to
develop in future.

SUMMARY
PSO ferry routes will, according to EU law, have to be subject to an open
competitive tender process. In the interests of scale economies and oper-
ating flexibility, existing ferry routes should ideally be grouped by taking
account of both ship type and geographic area.

Whilst there are undoubtedly some advantages to the idea of a vessel
owning company (e.g. VESCO), a significant number of disadvantages
have been identified. These would include a lack of vessel innovation
emanating from bidders, and uncertainty as to how potential operators
could sufficiently differentiate themselves if vessels were to be exactly the
same for all bidders. In effect, a state-owned vessel owning company
might in practice render any tender process meaningless.

If a transport authority for the Highlands and Islands were to have executive
powers over CalMac, it would seem appropriate that such an authority should
also have powers extended to cover other essential ferry services. The re-
sults of the joint commission to examine the issues involved in establishing
a transport authority for the Highlands and Islands are awaited with interest.

Ongoing technological advances in maritime transport are expected to
open up further opportunities for sea transportation. Road-to-sea modal
shift possibilities, for both passengers and freight, will therefore require
further investigation. However, if sea transport is to play an effective role,
then existing institutional arrangements will need to be adjusted to pro-
vide for a level playing field between transport systems.

The Old Order: Gourock-Dunoon Vessels due for replacement.    A Baird

A Note from the Scottish Executive based on SHS
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EXTERNAL

AIR Airbus has begun marketing to sell the 555 seat,
double deck superjumbo. Backing includes £530m from the UK
government. First deliveries are expected in 2005 and could boost
national hub airports (H24June) Federal Express has resumed
scaled down air freight to Scotland, using Glasgow rather than
Prestwick (S17Apr) BA has launched special fares to woo
business travellers back to its domestic routes to the Heathrow
and Garwick hubs (2May) The relaxation of night flights to
Aberdeen may become permanent (H25Apr)

FREIGHT Mars Inc has announded an internet-based freight
auction service, termed Night Traders. This allows shippers to
offer spot loads or entire contracts for tender on an internet
auction site (Freight, May) One of the sSRA Rail Freight
Innovation Awards has been made to introduce a Lynx Express
‘mini-modal’ small container service from Scotland to London.
Parcels use is envisaged with extension into chilled goods
(LTT22June)

SHIPPING  Clydeport, using a charter ship, has
introduced new feeder services from Greenock to Liverpool and
Southampton. Whisky will be the main traffic but there is scope
for return loads on otherwide empty containers (H26June) From
September, Stena is to divert conventional ships from its
Stranraer-Belfast route to Stranraer-Larne. HSS services will
continue to Belfast. The Northern Ireland government has
announced further £10m improvements on the road to Larne but
P&O has scored a poor safety rating for the Pride of Rathlin on its
Cairnryan-Larne service - this ferry is to be replaced with a new
vessel in August (Freight, May, H15May)  Plans to retain the
Campbeltown-Ballycastle summer ferry have failed (H14June)
but there are hopes for 2001 (S12July)

RAIL Virgin has reduced fares to attract Anglo-Scottish passengers
and will double trains serving Scotland to 94 per day by 2003(H&S17May)

INTERNAL
FERRIES & CRUISING For CalMac and P&O franchising
plans, see p 7. The new ferry, Lochnevis, has been launched at
Troon for the Small Isles services of CalMac (S9May) Last minute
action affected a CalMac strike threat at the May Bank Holiday but
still led to loss of business in the islands (H18,26&27May)  Thurso
lifeboat coxswain has criticised a new tourism venture for
‘high-speed Pentland Firth thrills’ on safety grounds (H4May)  A
delayed £3.6m rebuild of the Waverley paddle steamer means it
will not return to the Clyde until mid-August (H22May)

RAIL Safeway rail container services have been extended to
Georgemas in Caithness (for delivery in Caithness and Orkney).
Scottish Executive has made 7 Rail Freight Facility Awards,
totalling £19m, since September 1999 (H30May)Virgin hopes that
gas-turbine power can cut Aberdeen-Edinburgh times to 1 hour
50 minutes. Services on the direct line to Inverness were
disrupted for several days in late April due to an embankment
collapse influenced by heavy rain. SPT is planning 2 extra trains
per hour on the Ayrshire Coast line by September, 2001 -
raising Glasgow-Kilwinning frequency from 4 to 6 per hour.
Stagecoach and ScotRail have introduced through ticketing to
St Andrews. New funding will allow ScotRail to increase capac-
ity on Edinburgh-Fife peak services (see p 5 and H30May) A
report by Keith Wallace of Scott Wilson Scotland (0141 332
2258) has suggested that 1 in 10 Scottish stations could be closed
to speed up rail journeys between key centres. Opponents have
suggested a need for separate services and some extra halts for
intermediate users (often having poor bus alternatives) and for
express services. This may require extra spending on capacity
while closure of a few very lightly used stations is not ruled out at
part of integrated local strategies.

BUSES FirstGroup has withdrawn services from the Carluke
area and from Fife to Edinburgh as part of a regrouping
influenced by increased competition in Lanarkshire, existing
Stagecoach services from Fife and a desire to focus on
competition with LRT on the busier routes in the immediate
Edinburgh area. City council owned LRT has responded with
plans to revolutionise bus travel in the capital over the next five
years - including smartcards, extensive use of low floor buses,
simple route maps, high quality bus shelters and bus priorities
(S3July H13July) (Editor’s Note : This increase in FirstGroup/LRT
competition in Edinburgh has influenced the City Council in
seeking faster introduction of quality bus contracts - see p 5)
FirstGroup has repeated, and extended, last year ’s
‘Swap your Banger for a Bus’ campaign and has introduced
simplified season ticketing in Glasgow at £7, £9 and £11 a week
depending on the zones used- off-peak local return fares have
risen from £1.40 to £1.50. Arriva and Renfrewshire Enterprise
have introduced a dedicated bus service for workers at Inchinnan
Business Park. Costs are deducted from wages on a distance
basis and 100 users have been recruited (LTT22June) Aberdeen
City Council has extended a ‘smartcard’, piloted in schools, for
use on buses and at parking meters. The card could become an
instrument for electronic voting (H12July,LTT22June)

SAFETY & QUALITY OF SERVICE Draft guidelines
for European Public Transport Quality Standards have been
issued (BS EN 13816) - available for £20 from British Standards
Institute.  The morning school run causes almost one-third of
polluting local traffic with car use still rising and parents worried about
children travelling on their own (S8Apr)  On the other hand, health
aguments for encouraging walking and cycling to school are strong
(H23May) Using US experience (where 54% of school children
under 12 use a school bus), FirstGroup believes there is scope in
Britain for expanding the school bus in addition to measures
to encourage walking, cycling and the use of normal public
transport. This could lead to cuts in local car use (H10June - see
also p 20) Parking Perils, a report funded by Norwich Union (free
from 0800 0280 939), has found that 1 in 5 motorists in Scotland
worry about personal safety when travelling with women having
particular concerns about multi-storey car parks - though the
Glasgow Buchanan Galleries car park is commended for a very
high level of design and safety (H5May) Lorry drivers have
expressed fears about employer pressure to break speed limits
and driving regulations (H28Apr) Police anti-speeding campaigns
have intensified while an RAC Foundation survey has warned of
the dangers of eating while at the wheel. In a recent English case,
a man was fined £20 for eating chocolate while driving
(H26Apr&18May) SPT is threatening to withdraw from the
national public transport information scheme but other
operators and councils have supported FirstGroup’s initiative for
a single call centre for local and longer trips. The fact that
this would not be in Glasgow -where the present SPT local call
centre is based - seems to be a factor in SPT concerns. The
Scottish Executive has given a commitment that a unified
Scottish call centre will be in operation by 31 December (LTT8June)

INTERCONNECT : AN EXAMPLE FOR SCOTLAND?

This Lincolnshire council scheme for a Rural Metro
between Lincoln and Skegness has increased Bus  passengers
by 100,000 in its first year. With advice from MVA,
frequency on the core route has been doubled with
guaranteed arrangements for local feeders and attractive through
ticketing 17% of users have transferred from car use while those
without cars have increased their total trips(LTT11May)

ADVICE ON RAIL PASSENGER FRANCHISE REPLACEMENT
The Scottish Executive has published its June advice to the sSRA on
replacement of the ECML franchise.This advice has been provided in
anticipation of the rail powers for the Scottish Executive to be contained in
the enacted British Transport Bill. It also deals with possible synergies
between replacement ECML and ScotRail franchises. The principal points
made are:-

- trip time cuts throughout the length of ECML routes including
services to Inverness, Aberdeen and Glasgow without prejudice to
provision for expansion in local and regional rail services within
Scotland and to provision of increased freight capacity

- improved frequency for ECML services plus direct services from the
north to Leeds

- rising demand will require new trains, track and signalling

- continuous improvements in safety, reliability, punctuality and
quality of service through rigorous targets backed by appropriate
penalties and incentive payments

- franchise replacement at the earliest possible date with periods
possibly longer than15 years subject to review at 5 to 7 year intervals

- proposals specifying immediate benefits, priority aspirations (within
5 to 9 years) and longer-term aspirations.

Scottish Executive objectives to the East and South of Edinburgh are:-

Short-term - higher frequency and improved week-end services;
London-Edinburgh times under 4 hours

Medium-term - times cut to an average of 3.5 hours, including higher
speeds between Newcastle and Edinburgh - possible direct services to Leeds

Long-term  -  times cut below 3 hours 15 minutes, including stretches of
high-speed railway

Objectives to North and West of Edinburgh are:-

Short-term - maintained frequency for through services and shorter trip
times from Inverness and Aberdeen to Edinburgh; improved ScotRail
connections at Edinburgh
-  times to Glasgow Central cut below 1 hour
-  Parkway station to east or west of Edinburgh

Medium-term - Phase 2 of trip times cuts from Inverness and Aberdeen
to Edinbrugh (new trains, faster track); increased frequency of through
trains from Aberdeen
- new direct services from Glasgow Central to West Yorkshire via Edinburgh
and a North Lanarkshire Parkway station

Long-term - Phase 3 of trip time cuts including scope for electrification
to Aberdeen as well as a new generation of diesel trains
- examination of alternative express routes from Edinburgh to
Glasgow, possibly via Shotts, to further improve trip times from Glasgow
via Edinburgh to north-east England and LondonDetailed reference is also
made to requirements for increased frequency for local and regional
services to, and through, Edinburgh Waverley
- including new ScotRail services from Dunbar, 2 trains per hour to
Galashiels/Tweedbank and plans for major capacity improvements at, and
through,Waverley.  Longer-term Scottish aspirations listed are rail links to
Edinburgh Airport, intermediate stations between Edinburgh and Berwick
upon Tweed and rail reopenings to Penicuik and from Bathgate to Airdrie.

Copies of the full submission can be obtained from Paul Smart, Head of
Railways Branch, Scottish Executive: Development Department,
Transport Division 3,  0131 244 0865   e-mail Paul.Smart@scotland.gov.uk

THE TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL
- A CONTRIBUTION FROM THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE

After nearly 3  years of consultation and debate on the future direction of
Scotland’s transport policy, the Transport (Scotland) Bill was introduced
to the Scottish Parliament on 5 June.

This article provides an overview of the Bill introduced in 5 June and
summarises the various stages it must pass through before enactment.
More detail can be found in a number of supporting documents available
on the Scottish Parliament website (www.scottish.parliament.uk). These
set out the policy aims and objectives of the Bill and provide detailed
explanation of the precise purpose of each of its Sections.  The Bill itself
can also be accessed on the website.

WHAT WILL THE BILL ACHIEVE?

The Bill will equip local authorities with the tools required to deliver local
solutions to local transport problems, while promoting partnership
working with transport operators and others to meet Scotland’s transport
challenges and needs.

The Bill covers joint transport strategies, bus services, road user charging,
the workplace parking levy and concessionary fares, together with
miscellaneous provisions on secure motorcycle parking, the Blue/Orange
Badge scheme and School Crossing Patrols. These provisions will:

• promote more effective co-operation between neighbouring local
authorities in tackling shared transport problems;

• improve the quality of bus services and grow the overall bus market;

• promote joint ticketing schemes and clear, reliable, accessible passenger
bus information;

• enable local authorities to introduce charges for those entering our most
congested urban areas on the basis of a transparent contract with the
motorist; and provide a framework to introduce a minimum level of travel
concession for pensioners and disabled people.

But most of all, the Bill will help to deliver real choice for the people of
Scotland, allowing for a step change to be achieved in the quality of our
transport infrastructure and services.

PROCESS AND TIMETABLE

Many readers will be familiar with the legislative process at Westminster.
The process adopted in the Scottish Parliament is substantially different,
driven primarily by the fact that the Parliament is not bi-cameral. A Bill in the
Scottish Parliament has to go through a three stage process before it be-
comes law. Bills are debated both in Committee and plenary sessions of
the Parliament. The Bill is currently in the first of these stages. At Stage 1
the lead committee, in this case the Transport and Environment
Committee, considers and reports on the general principles of the Bill and
the adequacy of consultation carried out by the Executive. The Transport
and Environment Committee is being assisted in this task by secondary
committees with an interest - Local Government, Enterprise and Lifelong
Learning and Subordinate Legislation. The Minister for Transport and the
Environment has appeared before the lead committee. A wide range of
interested organisations, including local authorities, business, motoring
organisations and passenger interest groups have also appeared before
the various committees to give evidence. When the committees finish hearing
evidence, the Transport and Environment Committee will produce a full
report for the Parliament, setting out their views on the Bill. The Parliament
will then consider  and debate, in full plenary session, whether the Bill should
proceed to Stage 2.  Stage 1 should be completed in late September.

Stage 2 involves detailed line by line scrutiny of the Bill by the Transport
and Environment Committee.  Amendments to the Bill can be tabled at
this stage by either the Executive or the Committee, with the Committee,
but not the Minister, voting to decide whether these should be
incorporated. All interested organisations may submit amendments to
either the Executive or the Committee for consideration, although neither
is obliged to table them. Stage 2 should be completed in November.

Stage 3 involves full consideration by Parliament, again in plenary
session, of the Bill in its revised form.  The Bill may still be amended at this
stage by the Parliament, with the Presiding Officer selecting which
amendments are to be considered. This ensures that proceedings on the
Bill can be completed within a reasonable time-frame.

The Bill must finally receive Royal Assent before becoming an Act.  This is
expected in early 2001.

CONCLUSION

The Transport (Scotland) Act is therefore likely to be in place early next
year.  But this is just one part of the story.  Legislation complements and
supports a wide-ranging, balanced and integrated programme of action being
taken forward by the Executive, in partnership with local authorities,
transport operators and a range of other interested parties.  This involves
both short and  long-term action on public transport, walking and cycling,
roads, rural transport and lifeline links to Scotlandís remote rural communi-
ties. The Executive recognises the need for further increases in public
expenditure on transport to back up its programme and will be setting out
its spending plans in the Autumn, following the 18 July announcement on
UK public expenditure for the period to 31 March 2004.
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AIR  NATS has chosen two companies (Building Design and Gibb De-
velopments) to compete for the design of the new traffic control centre at
Prestwick. Completion is expected late in 2006 (H13June)  For grants to
improve Kirkwall and Wick airports, see p     . Scott Wilson consultancy
has suggested that the Edinburgh-Glasgow rail line be diverted closer to
Edinburgh Airport along with direct links to Fife. Costs are estimated at
£70-£100 m and the project could cast further doubt over the CERT rapid
transit project for busway airport access (Rail,28June) This endorses views
already expressed by the Cockburn Association and SAPT.

RAIL  Virgin, Railtrack and the Rail Regulator remain in dispute over
Railtrack’s ability to deliver WCML modernisation commitments.  Railtrack
wishes to review the second stage of the upgrade but Virgin has penalty
clauses in place if 140 mph operation is not possible by 2005. The Rail
Regulator has served a final order on Railtrack to produce detailed plans
for Stage 2 (H30May, S21June,H13July) The sSRA invited Virgin and
GNER to submit revised bids for the ECML franchise in June, indicating
that it did not consider Virgin’s plans for a new 205mph high-speed line
achievable within the next 10 years though confirming that such a route
was likely to be required thereafter. Further studies are needed to
determine a suitable route north from London.Virgin has reaffirmed views
that tilting trains would not be suitable for ECML and arguing that capacity
constraints would require significant work on a new route before 2010
(Rail,17May, H9 May 4&7July)

Central Railway plans to apply later this year for powers to build a
virtually new super-gauge railway (primarily for freight with increased height
provision) from the Channel Tunnel to Liverpool via High Wycombe, Rugby,
the East Midlands and Manchester (Rail19Apr)  Interim plans to divert
freight away from WCML include accelerated track renewals between Settle
and Carlisle and completion of an additional freight loop at Thornhill in
the Nith Valley (Rail,19Apr)

The Scottish Parliament has supported an eventual full reopening of
the Waverley route (see STR Issue 9,p 13) but efforts are
concentrating on opening the first section to Tweedbank or to a new
village site at Charlesfield just south of Newton St Boswells. The short
section from Tweedbank would involve a significant rise in
capital costs but, if achieved, would strengthen the case for a further
extension to Hawick (S2,7&10June, statement by Councillor John Scott)

In a response to the Railtrack Scotland NMS, SAPT has called for a
£2.2bn programme for Scottish rail enhancement over the next 10
years moving from lesser improvements to major plans as part of
multi-modal studies for 7 main corridors including prominence for
airport access and Light Rail schemes in Glasgow and Edinburgh
(SAPT Position Paper 6/2000, June)

Opening of the Croydon tram system has increased interest in tram
and light rail prospects in Scotland with favourable press
comment (H11May) Other commentators have sought early
reopening of the St Enoch Bridge/Glasgow Cross link and a direct
Tain to Golspie railway (S10Apr, H10Mat&21June) Tricia Marwick
MSP has supported rail reopening to Levenmouth but has been told
that improved bus links to Markinch are a better prospect. Brian Adam
MSP has formed a new group of MSPs seeking electrification to
Aberdeen. Howwood station, in the SPT area, is due to open in
September while work on a £5m up-grade of Perth station will also
start in the autumn. Progress is being made on ‘leisure/preservation’
railways between Keith and Dufftown and from Banchory to Crathes
on Deeside (S14Apr, Rail, 19Apr)

ROADS & BUSWAYS Glasgow City Council has appealed
for direct help from MSPs to complete the M74 (H29June)
but FTA has repeated the need for action in England on
HGV priority lanes. FTA is also seeking more action to reduce deaths
and injuries on motorway hard shoulders - UK deaths amount to 250
a year (Freight, June)  Edinburgh City Council is backing a £15m
scheme for a motorway link (parallel to the A8000) from the Forth
Road Bridge to the M9, funded from increases in bridge tolls (LTT27Apr)
Prof. David Begg has said that 50mph limits would
increase capacity on congested motorways (H12July) Electronic tolls
are planned to ease Forth Road Bridge congestion (H9June). A car
park charge of £2 is to be introduced at Loch Muick on Deeside to
discourage car access. Income will help with footpath and other
maintenance(H13June) Barr has started work for South Lanarkshire
Council on  improvements at the Garrion Bridge bottleneck. SAPT
has objected to Scottish Enterprise Glasgow proposals for a local
traffic bridge across the Clyde at Finnieston/Pacific Quay. It has
criticised the lack of Green Travel Plans for the extensive Clyde
Waterfront development which will otherwise generate extra road
traffic.  SAPT is calling for a bridge confined to public transport,
taxis, walking and cycling as part of new transport strategies
for central Glasgow and the waterfront (H10May&5June)
The Scottish Landowners Federation has called for more
Scottish Executive support for roads and bridges affected by rising
timber traffic (S28Mar

A blitz of letters has covered traffic calming & bus priority
issues in Glasgow.  Most comment has been unfavourable
but lacking in views on alternative options for traffic reduction,
reduced pollution and urban regeneration. Some temporary
difficulties have arisen from the city centre traffic reduction
measures but the City Council has promised close monitoring
of the situation with plan adjustments if necessary
(S15Apr,H7,910,13,14,15,16,17,19,20,22,26,30June,4July)  Strong
opposition is being maintained to bus priority measures on
Dumbarton and Shettleston Roads with claims that bendi-buses are
being used on unsuitable streets (Glaswegian 1June, H8July)
Temporary disruption has also arisen in Edinburgh due to the closure
of the city bus station until 2002 during site reconstruction(H13June)
A report by German-based Prof Carmen Haas-Klau, part funded by
Edinburgh City Council, has condemned the CERT busway project
and recommended light rail for major routes in Edinburgh (Evening
News8May)  A review of city transport strategy is expected by the
autumn and will include appraisal of means of ensuring high quality
public transport access to the Edinburgh Waterfront Development
Zone. A former rail route has been reserved for this purpose and
SPOKES, the Edinburgh cycling body, is seeking assurances that use
of this route will be compatible with safeguarding, and improving, the
city cycling network(SPOKES Summer Newsletter)

CYCLING & LEISURE CANALS  A new bridge on the
M8 has restored canal movement between Edinburgh and West
Lothian in the initial stage of the Millennium project to reopen the
Union and Forth & Clyde Canals (H&S8May). A direct footpath access
to the canal and adjacent housing has been provided at Falkirk High
station. Edinburgh and other Scottish centres featured special events
to mark the official completion of the 5000 mile UK National Cycle
Network on 21 June (H&S22June - see also Outside Rear Cover)

FINANCING SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE
TRANSPORT
DAVID SPAVEN, CHAIR, TRANSform SCOTLAND

The UK government and the Scottish Executive still have a lot of work to
do to show that they are serious about financing integrated,
sustainable and inclusive transport. They are coming under political
pressure to cut, rather than increase, Road Fuel Duty following the re-
cent sharp rise in oil prices and are also showing signs of higher
spending on extra road capacity, not just on maintenance and safety.
Trunk road spending across Central Scotland has slowed yet little of this
has moved towards local transport or to rail while substantial funds have
been committed to projects such as the A1 dual carriageway
extension to Dunbar and the A78 Three Towns ‘bypass’ in a part of Ayr-
shire with little long-distance through traffic. Contrary to
government policy, the A1 scheme will encourage long-distance car
commuting while, closer to Edinburgh, the Executive has approved
without public inquiry Midlothian Council’s plans for an off-line dual A701
when the existing road only has problems (mild ones compared to
England) at commuting periods. Dropping this road and the A1
extension could help fund reopening the Borders railway or a large
number of smaller-scale projects contributing to safety and social
inclusion - including the neglected topic of lower fares on local transport.

Even with the expected rise in transport funding, Scottish transport
policies still have to address the issue of realistic and sustainable
priorities combining some immediate action with research and
consultation on alternatives before longer-term decisions.  TRANSform
Scotland’s view is that there is a case for extra funding and for
increasing, not decreasing, Road Fuel Duty but the structure of extra
funding is a crucial issue.  We also support the Executive’s plans for
transparent and earmarked localised road pricing and workplace
parking levies but are concerned about two points - firstly, the need to
introduce such schemes more quickly and to apply the proceeds on a
regional basis closely linked with land use and access policies and,
secondly, the need to extend charging to cover substantial parking at
retail and leisure centres.

Those who argue for lower fuel prices and no road charging ignore
both fiscal realities and the evidence that recent fuel price rises
(arising for reasons other than extra taxation) are helping to stabilise
road traffic, increasing attention to fuel efficiency (reversing trends to
less fuel-efficient vehicles) and ensuring that road transport makes
its necessary contribution to targets for greenhouse gas reduction.
The Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution has criticised
existing targets and is seeking 60% cuts by 2050.(see p 4) Lower fuel
duties would be a serious threat to the Climate Change Programme.
However, rising fuel duties - coupled with congestion and parking
charging - offer the triple benefits of:-

*  ensuring that road users meet their full social and environmental costs
(Transport 2000 has argued that road users meet just over
half the costs they create while the Scottish Executive’s Economic
Framework Report has drawn attention to the high external costs
of transport and the fact that actual costs charged to motorists have
risen much more slowly than public transport fares)

* achieving the high benefits of reducing road congestion and unreliability
(a small decrease in traffic at such times gives much higher overall benefits)

*  offering the earmarked income essential to speed up shifts to
sustainable and inclusive transport with much more emphasis on
local needs (including specific action to improve rural access where
real problems arise from the present situation)

This is the challenge facing the Executive and Local Authorities.  More
funding is needed for transport and access but the issue of priorities
needs to be faced.  The most urgent task is to move from ‘big’ road
schemes, often encouraged by politicians, to improved passenger
and freight rail use (especially on trunk corridors), to high quality
interchanges and integrated ticketing and to transformed local
strategies for transport and access giving a larger role to maintenance,
safety and to pricing and land use policies encouraging walking,
cycling and public transport.

References: Fuelling the Debate-: What are the true costs of
transport?, TRANSform Scotland, Sept. 1999
‘Dump the Pump’ has Lost the Plot, Transport 2000 Press Release, 3 July.

FINANCING SCOTTISH TRANSPORT
MATTHEW FARROW, HEAD OF POLICY, CBI SCOTLAND

In my role as Head of Policy at CBI Scotland, I have responsibility for wide
range of business-related issues.  But one issue comes up more than any
other in my discussions with CBI Scotland members, and that is the future
of the Scottish Transport system.

To some this may come as a surprise. Just as transport company stocks
are viewed as unfashionable and languish in the Stock Market, so
transport, as a policy issue seems rather ‘old hat’. Surely e-commerce,
brand awareness, bandwidth and the like are what it’s all about now?

Well, yes and no. It is true that e-commerce and the service
sector generally are playing an evermore important role in the Scottish
economy. But virtually all firms rely on an efficient transport system. In the
age of just in time production and integrated supply chains, fast reliable
delivery is vital in the business to business sector. Equally, for ‘dot.com’
retailers are more likely to come unstuck on logistics than on IT or market-
ing. And while professional and personal service firms are less
dependent on freight movement, the emphasis on going to the customer
rather than making the customer come to you places a premium on the
efficient movement of people.

So what are the concerns of Scottish business. Let’s be clear here.
Business does not want Scotland paved over with brand new roads. But it
does want our Central Scotland motorway network completed. It is
ridiculous, in the 21st Century, that Scotland’s two main cities are not fully
linked by motorway, or that because of the A80/M80 ‘gap’, there is no
continuous motorway link between Scotland’s industrial heartlands and
the North-East of the country.  The result is chronic congestion, uncertain
travel and delivery times, and increased business costs.

Nor is the problem confined to the road network. While most freight
journeys are short distance, and will therefore always be more suitable for
road transport, there is scope to increase the volume of freight
movements be rail. But this will involve investment in rail infrastructure.
CBI Scotland is a founder member of the Rail Freight Campaign which
has identified a need for £360m of rail infrastructure improvements needed
in Scotland (and a further £650m of improvements in England related to
Scottish freight movements) if the potential of rail freight is to be exploited.

What is holding back these road and rail investments? The
answer, of course, is money, or rather the lack of it. But we believe that
there are answers to the funding ‘question’. CBI Scotland would like to
see three broad approaches followed.

First, there must be a step change in Government transport spending,
at both Scottish and UK level. At the UK level, the new 10 year plan is
welcome recognition that spending has been too low, and that a medium
term funding perspective is required.  Alongside the 10-year plan, we would
like to see a complete review of UK transport taxation, looking at the
revenue raised compared to spending levels, the balance between the
taxation of fixed and marginal costs. In Scotland, we also need increased
core spending. Since 1995/96, the trunk road construction and
improvement budget has been cut from around £150m to little more than
£50m.  So it is not true to argue that we cannot afford increased spending,
it is more a question of shifting priorities. Scotland’s CSR settlement gives
the Executive the opportunity to redress the balance.

Second, we see a role for revenue from charging, as the scale of
investment needed is such an increase in core budgets alone will be
insufficient.  Last Autumn, we supported to Sarah Boyack’s proposal to
allow some tolling of existing trunk roads, provided that the funds raised
were used for the priority road schemes which we and others had
identified.  We were disappointed that this idea was subsequently dropped.
We do though, recognise that local road tolling, as will be permitted, could
have a role both in tackling congestion and in generating some revenue to
enable local authorities to tackle the vast backlog of local road
improvements and repairs.  And if Forth Bridge tolls continue, they should
be used specifically to upgrade the A8000.

Finally, we do see an increased role for private finance. Projects such as
the Skye Bridge have shown how complex and controversial the
involvement of private sector capital and expertise can be in our transport
system.  But we must learn from existing examples such as this, and look
with an open mind at where public private partnerships can enhance the
quality of our transport system.

Transport is a long-term issue. The benefits of using the approaches
I have set out to improve our transport network will not be felt by
businesses and consumers for some years.  But that is a reason not for
more delay, but for more urgency.

Proposed Pacific Quay Bridge, Glasgow.       Source: Babtie

Union Canal back in use.         Source: Herald, 8 May 00
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DEVELOPMENTS BEYOND CITY CORES
Ikea is awaiting a planning decision on its application for a second Scot-
tish outlet at the Glasgow Braehead out-of-town shopping
centre. There is more evidence that this centre is having a severe
impact on Paisley shops (H17May&20June) Dunfermline firm,
Thomsons World of Furniture is set to open another outlet at Braehead
(H10July) Tensions have arisen between Clydeport’s plans to develop
its own land on the Clyde and other plans for separate developments
(including the BBC)at Pacific Quay (S8May) Completion of Stiell Ltd
headquarters at Tannochside Park has virtually completed
development in the Lanarkshire Enterprise Zone (H1June) Glasgow
University may acquire the adjacent Park Campus of Glasgow
Caledonian University, opening up prospects for Glasgow University to
redevelop the St Andrew’s College site at Bearsden (H9June)
Granada’s M8 service station at Harthill may face competition from a
consortia plan for a 240 acre site at The Horn beside Whitburn also
offering potential for opencast coal working (H2May) Approved
developments on the M8 corridor include the £60m McArthur Glen
designer shopping and leisure village beside Livingston’s Almondvale
Shopping Centre while the Scottish Garden Show at Ingliston has been
confirmed as a permanent annual feature (S7June & H9June)

RURAL DEVELOPMENTS
Museums in rural areas and smaller towns are coming under increasing
pressure due to lower tourist numbers and rising costs.The top listed Carrick
hulk at Irvine may have to be dismantled to trim Maritime Museum costs
while the Lead Mining Museum at Wanlockhead is also under threat
(H11July) London-based Probus has withdrawn from the £14m Aviemore
redevelopment but it is hoped that additional partners will allow the con-
struction phase to start (H6May) Jenners of Edinburgh is considering an
outlet in the £60m Lomond Shores development at Balloch but this project
is also likely to draw activity away from the existing Balloch village. How-
ever, a large net rise in jobs is projected (S1May & H25May) Tycoon Peter
de Savary has received permission to convert a farm at Skibo into an exclu-
sive international golf course creating 30 jobs (H23May) but  in St Andrews
have rejected plans for two new courses fearing excess traffic and develop-
ment around the town (H1June) After pressure from MSPs, Argyll and Bute
Council has reprieved six rural schools (H29June) and the government has
announced a rescue plan for rural (and some urban) post offices threat-
ened by the rise in direct payment of benefits. Post Offices will be used as a
base for a ‘Universal Bank’, compensating for the loss of rural banks and
enhacing facilities for those on low incomes (H29June)  Dairy cattle on Islay
have been shipped for slaughter following closure of the local creamery and
cheese factory(H20Apr).

A futuristic plan for ‘Glamohl’, a £220m eco-friendly village near Errol, is to
be put before Perth and Kinross councillors. The site will be a
pedestrian zone with car ownership discouraged and direct bus and rail
connections to Perth and Dundee. Abertay University has been involved in
the scheme (S18Apr)  Revised plans in the Borders may lead to more de-
velopment close to a reopened Waverley line. Dingleton Hospital near
Melrose has become available for redevelopment and there is scope for a
new village at Charlesfield adjacent to Newtown St Boswells (H8June)

EMPLOYMENT & RESIDENCE LOCATION
Differential employment levels and property prices in Edinburgh and
Glasgow have caused more attention to be given to Scottish
Executive policy on this issue. Edinburgh is still nervous of losing out
in the shopping stakes to Glasgow yet the city economy remains much
stronger with RICS pressure for further incursions into green belt
(in addition to urban regeneration) to avoid even greater increases in
property prices (H8&28June) An alternative view sees Edinburgh’s
problems of growth presenting greater opportunities for Glasgow to
deflect activity and attract new jobs from outside Scotland.
Encouraged by higher petrol prices and long travel times opinion seems
to be turning against growth in long-distance commuting by car but
the balance between the alternatives of shifting to public transport,
developing tele-commuting and finding work closer to dispersed
residences (as in West Lothan, Fife and Lanarkshire) is uncertain
though inclining towards the option of being close to routes with
reasonable levels of rail service provision. Monitoring of property prices
could reveal actual trends  (S&H1May,H3May, S16June,H13July)

CITY CENTRES
Edinburgh City Council has had to face up to Scottish Executive
rejection of flawed plans for an extended shopping mall under Princes
St yet there are indications of an alternative strategy shaping up at
the eastern end of Princes St and around Waverley.  Plans are under
way for redevelopment east from St Andrews Square with potential
links to finalised plans for Waverley and the adjacent New St garage
site (Calton Gate) - being promoted separately by Railtrack and New
Street Partners Ltd . Calton Gate is close to the developing Holyrood
site and could tie in well with plans for a new main entrance to the
redeveloped Waverley Station (S8June,H9June &11July.  High levels
of public transport use plus walking and cycling will be required
to ensure cuts in road traffic. In Glasgow, the momentum of
development to the immediate west and southwest of the city centre
has increased, raising similar issues of linkage between transport plans
and property schemes (see p10) Yet there are also concerns to en-
sure regeneration in the Gorbals/Glasgow Cross area together with
some opportunities for developments at Clyde Gatway (Cambuslang/
Carmyle) Taylor Clark’s new Citypoint, at Dobbies Loan close to the
M8 has been leased to Thus plc while office development at the
Broomielaw is expanding (including a new building for Scottish
Enterprise) (H11&26May)  In Edinburgh, the former market site at
Gorgie is now for sale close to the ciy centre (H26Apr)  Macdonald
Hotels has announced a £100m joint venture with the Royal Bank
and Bank of Scotland to develop city centre hotels - one being in
Glasgow (H2June)

A less positive note has come from the C&A decision to close all its
UK shops (mainly in town centres) and from longer-term assessment
of the impact of e-commerce on city centre shopping (S29Mar,H17Apr
& 16 June) However, the C&A decision has been seen as a change in
patterns of city centre shopping with cities arguably having more
opportunities to retain shoppers and link with serviced offices and
leisure/tourism activities.  In the medium-term, existing supermarkets
may be more prone to adverse impacts from e-commerce.

Duncan Sutherland, Chief Executive, of EDI, Edinburgh City
Council’s property company formed in 1988, has resigned
following a critical report from Deutsche Bank as adviser to the
Council. EDI is to re-focus on activity within Edinburgh with closer
integration with city policy objectives. Company profits in
1999/2000 were £11.6m but profits and benefits to Edinburgh
citizens are understood to have been lowered by EDI expansion
outside Edinburgh. However, there are some fears that Council
bureaucracy may slow development of the important Granton
Waterfront and SE Wedge developments (H19Apr, S 1,3&10May)

REVISED NPPGI: THE PLANNING SYSTEM
The Scottish Executive is seeking comment on a

revised draft NPPGI by 29 August -
comment to Emma Richardson,

Scottish Executive: Development Dept.
Planning Services 2-4 Victoria Quay,

Edinburgh EH6 6QQ

TRANSPORT FINANCING : LOCAL GOVERNMENT VIEWS

COSLA is in the midst of a more extensive review of local authority
relationships and financing which has overshadowed transport
issues. Details of the Scottish Executive’s approach to transport will not
come until the Autumn Review though an immediate doubling of the
Public Transport Fund (to which local councils can apply) has been
announced. The Prescott/Macdonald Ten Year Transport Plan does point
to substantial increases in funding for local transport infrastructure in
England while providing for additions to rail and bus revenue support
related to government objectives.

Scotland is likely to follow a similar pattern yet many local
councils are unhappy that much of the additional funding may come
through special government funds and initiatives rather than
increases in the general base for local spending. COSLA would like to
find ways of improving the general revenue base within council
performance standards which will enhance service delivery and
monitoring. This sounds attractive yet raises practical difficulties for the
Executive in the light of previous experience. The record of local
government has shown that, faced with limited income and competing
and immediate claims, local councils have given a low priority to
transport with many trimming suppport for local public transport,awarding
little funding for walking and cycling and allowing arrears of road
maintenance to increase. Hence the Executive’s interest in special funds
and in a transparent approach to the use of income arising from road
charging and workplace parking levies. For electoral reasons and fears
of adverse impacts if adjacent authorities do not follow similar approaches,
there is a considerable resistance to taking the plunge on either road
pricing or workplace parking charges.

The extra support which seems to be coming for local transport
anyway could actually strengthen this resistance rather than
accelerate localised road pricing with positive impacts on reducing
congestion. On the other hand, the partnership and joint working
requirements attached to extra funding from the Scottish Executive may
work in the opposite direction for several councils in the Central Belt and
for Aberdeen.Outcomes should be more apparent over the next two years.

PUBLIC FINANCES and SCOTTISH
TRANSPORT STRATEGY
The annual consultations by the Scottish Executive on
spending plans have revealed some of the teething problems of the
Scottish Parliament. Unlike last year’s review, a clear and concise
document, the current review, Investing in You, April (H&S20Apr)) is
much longer and over-ambitious despite taking only a one-year view
of spending. Objectives and targets are included yet many are too
general for monitoring purposes while differences from previous
spending programmes are not made explicit. The Finance Committee
has concluded the consultation paper falls well short of expected
standards (H27June) There is a small increase in transport
spending, concentrated on trunk road maintenance(S1Apr). Total
transport spend was raised a further £15.9 mil. after the Spring UK
Budget (see p 5). Expectations of Local Council spending on
transport are stated but there is no reference to actual
spending.Transport has been losing out in local government
decisions on financial priorities with spending on road maintenance
falling from £200 m in 96/97 to £183m in 99/00 (LTT6July). There has
also been a sharp fall in local council capital spending on major road
renewals plus cuts in support for local public transport.

Investing in You states that a fuller review of spending will be made in
the autumn, outlining Scottish proposals following the Chancellor’s July
Spending Review. Because of the importance of this Review, it would
have been preferable to delay the major Scottish Spending
Consultation until the Autumn, giving more time to review priorities,
targets and performance standards. The topic has seen a revived
debate on the Barnett formula and possible alternatives with doubts
about the degree of spending freedom to the Scottish Executive within
its total allocation (H21,22 & 23June - see also articles in New Economy,
June, Journal of the Institute of Public Policy Research) The
Executive is supposed to have freedom to shift funding between budget
headings yet the Herald noted that actual spending programmes for
Scotland mirrored the priorities of the Chancellor - omens for public
participation were seen as poor (H20Apr &17May) A key issue here is
that the Barnett formula applies to separate programme headings rather
than to total public spending in areas for which the Executive has
responsibility in Scotland. This accounts for Scotland’s transport
allocation from the Spring Budget (at £15.9 m out of £280 m) being less
than common perceptions of how Barnett works. It is hard to square this
‘programme’ approach with the Executive’s freedom to reallocate within
its total block (including the reallocation of underspending). The logical
outcome would be a readjusted Barnett formula applied to the total block
of spending apart fromexplicit special funds such as real increases in
Road Fuel Duty. Jack McConnell and Gordon Brown are already on
record as agreeing that extra funding under this heading would be
earmarked for transport and could not be reallocated to other Scottish
purposes. Yet there are doubts that this represents the actual position
with indications that Scottish Ministers may be looking for ways to
reallocate earmarked funding and Scottish shares within the UK Ten
Year Transport Strategy. Investing in You reveal a 25% underspend on
Trunk Roads in 99/00 on what was already a low allocation.

The SNP has claimed that the Chancellor’s war chest, and the
additional £22bn mobile phone licence windfall, gives scope for more
spending while pegging Fuel Duty at present rates but this ignores the
issue of relative priorities in what will be a fairly modest rise of some
15% in the real level of Scottish public spending(H30May) - the top
priority of all the political parties remains education and health rather
than transport. At the UK level, the sharp rise in oil prices has led to
vocal press campaigns for cuts, rather than increases, in Road Fuel
Duty but government is sticking to the line that, though the public wants
increased spending, it does not want rises in other taxes while higher
fuel prices are having a worthwhile impact in slowing road traffic growth
and encouraging energy efficiency. Within this general principle of
rising energy costs, a subsidiary case is being made for selective re-
bates or discounts (see p 6 and SNP campaign for rebate of School
Bus Fuel Duty) (H22Apr,5May,10,22,29&30June, 3&6July)

Given the commitment to openness and transparency, the
Autumn Review will have to clarify these crucial issues and
explain how the Scottish Budget will be affected by the inclusion of
increased rail responsibilities. As well as the General Autumn
Review, there is a case for a more detailed document on Scottish
Executive Transport Policies and Programmes.

This leads to the issue of the level and monitoring of local
government transport spending - an issue which echoes the
problems in the relationship between the Scottish Executive and
Westminster.  Local government would prefer freedom to allocate its
own spending within general guidelines and a minimum of special

funding from the Scottish Executive.  COSLA has objected to the ‘drib-
ble down’ of initiative driven funding, often leaving little time for local
government to arrange the spending of such funds and disrupting
local priorities for ‘best value’ funding - the late £5.2 mil award for the
funding of Safer Routes to School being a case in point (LTT8June,
H26May). This problem has also arisen in relation to some of the
Public Transport Fund Grants. In assessing ‘best value’ there is a
case for reallocating spending from trunk roads to local transport (a
point made in some of the submissions on a Ten Year Transport Strat-
egy). Against the argument for more freedom and funding for local
government, however, there are doubts about the ability of local gov-
ernment to develop the ‘best value’ approach. Road safety and road
maintenance has, for example, received a low priority in council spend-
ing despite the ability of minor schemes to give good results (H17Apr)
‘Better value’ may be helped by the Kerley Report (H28June) pro-
posals for fewer but better-paid councillors within a system including
some form of proportional representation and, possibly, some adjust-
ment in boundaries. This is not an immediate prospect but the Trans-
port Bill opens up prospects for increased local authority transport
income with distinct accounting for its use within transport.There are
opportunities here to link transport strategies with Structure Plans
and other objectives such as improved health and social inclusion  - a
very specific type of Community Plan with real prospects for improved
delivery within rolling Five Year Programmes (H15Mar,24&26Apr,
10May, 1&7June). Some further funding could come from increased
Fuel Duty, parking tickets and other penalties going direct to Local
Councils (as happens in Edinburgh and Glasgow) plus contributions
from developers and other participants in Green Travel Plans (H17Apr)

One last issue on financing is how to deal with a situation where a
comparatively small number of councils have the greatest
opportunities for extra income from transport. This raises the
possibility that their income from the Scottish Executive may be cut
relatively or absolutely in order to finance improved allocations for
councils with greater needs. There is an obvious conflict here
between equity and the ‘additionality’ of new sources of transport in-
come. The Scottish Executive sees a partial solution to this problem
in the use of extra income for transport purposes within more broadly
defined regions or partnerships. In the longer-term, however, there
could be political and economic merits in applying UK
taxation to the net proceeds of congestion charging, with tax income
being used to increase allocations to areas without scope for raising
such income and/or for cutting other forms of taxation. Proposed Carlton Gate, Edinburgh Source: Herald, 11 July

GLASGOW & CLYDE VALLEY STRUCTURE PLAN
This Joint Structure Plan has been submitted to the Scottish Executive
for approval. It outlines a sustainable development strategy within a west
to east corridor of growth. It aims to create 56,000 new jobs by 2020 and
places emphasis on improved public transport and selective road schemes
to complete the network. There is a strong emphasis on urban
regeneration though provision is made for 5,350 new houses on greenfield
sites by 2011 (well below the 20,000 wanted by developers) (S&H18July)
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TEN YEAR TRANSPORT PLAN
Hard on the heels of the Comprehensive Spending Review, the Ten Year Transport Plan was launched
on 20 July.  This £180 bn spending divides into:-

Public Investment Private Investment
Strategic Rail £14.7 bn £34.3 bn
Strategic Roads £13.6 bn   £2.6 bn
Local Transport £19.3 bn   £9.0 bn
Transport in London   £7.5 bn £10.4 bn
Other items   £9.6 bn
TOTAL CAPITAL £64.7 bn £56.3 bn

REVENUE SPEND       �£58.6 bn

Rail plans include funding to permit a 50% rise in passengers and 80% in freight. The programme
incorporates 6,000 new trains, train safety, West Coast, East Coast and Great Western Main Line improvements, the
East London line extension and a new east-west link in London.  English road plans include 33% cuts in deaths and
serious injuries, more traffic calming, 30 trunk road bypasses and 360 miles of motorway and trunk road widening.  The
Local Transport Strategy seeks to expand park and ride, increase bus use by 10%, treble cycling, enlarge bus grants,
provide up to 25 new light rail schemes, reduce the local road maintenance backlog and allow 70 local bypasses.
Revenue support will allow expansion of loss-making rail and bus services, easing problems arising from the rundown
in rail support under present in seat space passenger franchises and allowing new means of bus support. In real terms,
investment will rise by 74% compared to the 1990s with most of the incease being applied in the earlier years of the
programme. The main gainers are strategic railways, local transport and London. More detailed programmes for
Scotland, and for Wales and Northern Ireland, are expected later in the year (FT,H&S21July).

Comment: The UK Context
The real increase in spending has been widely welcomed but with doubts on how firm the commitments will be.
There is room for more involvement by the private sector, notably in rail infrastucture and in the provision of buses and rail rolling stock, yet many schemes lack
definite commitments. In Treasury terms, there is also a distaste for firm, long-term commitments with the Comprehensive Spending Review looking forward no
more than three years. The Plan is less than clear on the extent to which extra public funding will come direct from road charging. In England, following policies
already adopted by the Scottish Executive, trunk road tolls have been ruled out for the next 10 years but significant funds could arise from local authority
charging.  The implication is that most such funds - perhaps excepting London - will be slow to arise with the Ten Year Plan reflecting direct increases in funding
from taxation, reserves and public borrowing. There is a risk that the weighting of funding increases towards the earlier years could give rise to inflationary
pressures and acute problems is assembling the scarce expertise required to expedite works - especially in relation to rail signalling and infrastructure design
and management.  However, such problems could be eased by drawing on European and worldwide resources in technical and management skills.

In the midst of the general welcome for the Plan, there have also been niggling doubts which seem likely to loom larger.  The Plan says little about links to  the
Climate Change Programme while it avoids important issues affecting ports, airports and sea and air movement. These sectors are already heavily privatised
yet significant for the economy.   Shipping in particular is a neglected area and, though a White Paper on Airports and Air Services Policy for the next 30 years
in due in 2001, one would have expected at least some indications of how this would fit with the UK Transport Plan. So far as road and rail is concerned, the
Plan has been criticised by David Begg and in a Financial Times editorial for a preoccupation with supply rather than demand management  (FT21July; Press
&Journal17July). The target for a 5% cut in road congestion has been attacked for lack of realism. The FT argued that economic growth and modest rises in
road capacity, without pricing measures, will tend to worsen congestion by 2010. Following the SACTRA Report, the FT favours a more ambitious target for
congestion reduction, achieved by direct increases in road pricing at points and times of congestion (FT21July). Such a strategy is required to help the
economy and improve both the quality of life and the wider environment.  It could also improve prospects for public/private partnerships. Though approving
of the spending shift towards local transport, the ‘green’ and ‘social justice’ lobbies have called for a higher profile for social inclusion, targeted revenue
spending and a more pronounced shift to smaller scale projects - with a possible cut in total capital funding.  The 10% rise in bus use over 10 years has been
seen as excessively modest and no target has been set for the health and urban regeneration benefits of increased walking as well as cycling.  While the
small rise in bus use takes account of the policy aim to shift from buses and cars to urban light rail, the small existing base of light rail means that even the
proposed doubling of light rail use over 10 years is unlikely to produce desired increases in the modal share of urban public transport and overall cuts in urban
car movement.  Indeed, the Ten Year Plan as a whole fails to deal adequately with the crucial issue of total transport costs and benefits in relation to the fiscal
and charging policies currently applied.  This topic has direct implications for the economy, modal share and revisions of former forecasts of road traffic
growth. The Plan is curiously unaware that road traffic growth has slowed considerably and is now well below the rate of both rail traffic and GNP.  Is this the
new trend which should be encouraged to 2010 and beyond or is it the temporary outcome of the steep recent rise in fuel prices?

Comment : The Scottish Context
Applying Barnett crudely, some commentators have suggested that the extra £180 bn for England will imply around £18 bn for Scotland (see Scottish
Director, Road Haulage Association, H21July).  This will not be the case.  The £180 bn includes strategic British rail spending while it also includes almost
£60 m of private investment outwith Barnett calculations.  A possible allocation to Scotland might be £9.2 bn (under £1 bn a year) based on:-

8% of strategic rail public investment £1.1 bn
10% of English strategic road public investment £1.4 bn
10% of English local transport public investment(*) £1.9 bn  (*) excluding London programmes
8% of UK revenue support £4.8 bn

However, since Barnett applies to extra spending (not base levels), the increased funding for the Scottish Executive may be no more than £200m a year over the
next 3 years (with later amounts depending on actual English public spending) plus the allowance to be agreed for the Scottish Executive becoming responsible
for the financing of the ScotRail franchise (which is to be replaced in 2001/02) plus any allowance arising from an earmarked rise in Road Fuel Duty.
The sums involved are still substantial but:-

- the Scottish increase in spending will be proportionately less than in England (due to the combined effect of the Barnett formula and greater scope
for private sector investment in England)

- the Scottish Executive is able to reallocate any spending increases (apart from earmarked fuel taxation) to fit its own priorities (within a tightening
budget, there is speculation that transport will receive less priority than in England - making local road charging and/or earmarked rises in fuel
taxation more important if local schemes are to proceed) (see Alf Young, Sunday Herald, 23July)

These issues will keep the Scottish Executive busy over the summer and help explain why - in addition to the need for a submission to the Scottish Parliament
the Scottish Ten Year Transport Plan is being delayed until the autumn.  They also suggest that there may be practical advantages in gaining a significant
part of Scottish rail investment from an SRA ‘pot’ rather than relying entirely on the Scottish Executive. As an immediate step, Jack McConnell has, however,
announced a doubling of the Public Transport Fund from £30 m a year to £60 m a year by 2003/04 (H21July).

Chapter 5, on Enabling or Intermediate Objectives  contains an analysis of
(Land use) Planning and of Transport at pages 37 to 45.  This notes the
need for both access to the wider world and requirements for internal
access e.g. to labour markets and other facilities. However, the
requirements for external access are not developed while, for internal
access, the main initiatives are seen at a sub-Scottish level: driven by
partnerships for funding made possible under the Transport(Scotland)
Bill. This is seen as unlocking local solutions to transport and distribution
issues together with the possibility of a Transport Authority for the
Highlands and Islands. The process could lead to completion of the M74
in Glasgow and a better link from the Forth Road Bridge to the M9. The
Report recognises that transport issues figured strongly in prior
consultations but argues that more evidence and research is required to
assess longer-term options. The Scottish Executive could not justify more
funding for transport within existing funds (though these are being increased
by the Comprehensive Spending Review and Ten Year Plan - see p 12)
but innovative private sector approaches (not explained) could unlock some
extra funding.

The theme of difficult decisions on priorities within available funding is
again taken up with comments on enhanced public awareness of the
external costs of road transport, of imbalanced incentives between fares
and motoring costs and of the risks of improved roads generating further
traffic. Fuller evidence and research is being assembled for informed
debate on future options. It is expected that STAG techniques (see p 6)
and current multi-modal studies will produce the evidence to enhance
debate and decision-taking on longer-term options - also taking account
of the potential of a ScotRail replacement franchise and the results of
the UK Airports and Air Services Study. This should lead to an
Integrated Transport Strategy within the Scottish Economic
Framework. While this approach is plausible, it is less successful in
addressing the issue of the balance of programmes and transport
demand management (in the interests of improved reliability) over the
next five years. Joined-up thinking will come later, rather than sooner!

ECONOMIC STRATEGY and
SCOTTISH TRANSPORT
New strategies are evident in two recent documents - the Report by the
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee on its Inquiry into the
Delivery of Local Economic Development Services in Scotland and
the Scottish Executive Report on The Way Forward:
Framework for Economic Development in Scotland , 92 pages, June
(available from the Office of the Chief Economic Adviser, St Andrew’s
House, Regent Road, EDINBURGH EH1 3DG  Fax 0131 244 2824)
The former Report found confusion and overlap in local economic
development and urges a stronger lead from the Scottish Executive
(including a fully developed Economic Framework for Scotland) a tighter
management focus by Scottish Enterprise and HIE and the creation of
an Economic Forum for each LEC area including chambers of
commerce (if any), area tourist boards and representatives of local higher
and further education institutions. Each Economic Forum should create a
Local Economic Strategy within the Scottish Economic Framework. These
proposals have been generally welcomed with action already taken on
several points. Henry McLeish, Enterprise Minister has claimed a ‘policy
vacuum in the enterprise networks’ and has supported a stronger
strategic lead complemented by local Economic Forums. However,
results would be measured by actual performance. A top-down approach
could stifle local initiatives yet present arrangements had been wasteful
with much user dissatisfaction. The Forums are an alternative to the
possibility of a full merger of local authority and LEC economic
development functions and included a new impetus to integration of
tourism in the process (H9&11May, 7June & 7July) Transport receives no
direct attention in this Report but the implication is that restricted funding
requires a more strategic approach to transport and planning rather than
competition between adjacent local authorities - often shifting jobs around
rather than concentrating on total jobs growth and specific preferences
for areas with particular problems.

The Scottish Economic Framework report has been criticised as vague
and lacking in specific proposals yet in recognises the real limitations of
government (and the further limits in Scotland arising from reserved
powers) in a global, competitive economy. The message is that the market
and the private sector must be the key leader but this still leaves a
significant area of influence for a Scottish Executive seeking to
integrate economic and social objectives within an agenda encouraging more
efficient and sustainable resource use. In an index of GDP per person,
Scotland is rated at 93 compared to 98 for the UK (excluding the Continental
Shelf), 135 for the USA, 124 for France, 113 for Germany and 102 for Japan
(S12June, H30June & &July) The Framework Report merits careful reading
because it sets forth principles designed to facilitate sustainable economic
growth and social inclusion within restricted funding. The overriding aim is
to raise productivity and ensure that Scotland is offering products and
services wanted in world markets - the Report avoids targets, arguing for
more detail in later documents and pointing out that future population will be
dependent on the ability to deliver improvements avoiding emigration. Within
Scotland, there is a commitment to a spatial spread of benefits and to
equitable gains across the whole population. All regions and all parts of
society are seen as having the potential to contribute to, and benefit from,
the economic strategy. Stress is placed on open and informed debate on
difficult choices within limited funding and the need for better use of real
resources, including energy. The Report will drive detailed thinking in
priority areas with fuller references to specifics in the Autumn Spending
Review and subsequent policy documents. The overall framework is to be
reviewed at 2-3 year intervals along with arrangements for monitoring.

Chapter 2 makes reference to the reserved nature of macro-economic
issues and other matters - including competition policy and external
transport - but emphasis is laid on the advantages of a stable macro
framework while there is an ability to influence external transport issues and
other Westminster and EU decisions. Currency policies are seen as an
important issue for the Scottish economy yet it had still to be demonstrated
that Scotland could live comfortably with euroland interest rates on a
permanent basis (the Irish economy is overheating with strong inflation
encouraged by current low interest rates within the Euro, H22Apr).
The Report goes on to argue the case for selective and effective market
intervention and recognises the lack of a normal market, and strong public
involvement, in the road sector. There was a need to target transport
support to better effect and the main emphasis of the Report falls on other
Scottish Executive measures affecting the supply side of the economy -
education and training, electronic communications, enterprise, marketing and
responses to international competition.

Lord MacDonald
and

John Prescott
Herald 21 July
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